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前言 

 

  

“ 我总是把钱看作是激励因素，而不是作为构成中的一个要素。

你不能忽视它，但你必须非常小心，它不会激励你。” 

达米恩· 赫斯特 
 

 

达米恩·赫斯特这些话可以完美地诠释这篇论文的论点, 也就是分析艺术世界

与经济世界之间的相互关系。 

这种关系一直存在，它可以揭示几个方面，但这个想法也会基于创造力、

想象力和奢侈品等因素被很轻易地被推翻。 

即使艺术和经济的方面看起来彼此相距甚远，但它们也还是有一些共同点： 

认为艺术可以自给自足并在没有经济基础的情况下维持自身发展是非常美 

好的，但这几乎是不可能的。也由于此，诞生了艺术市场。 

这篇论文分三个主要的方面，通过对在当前经济和艺术的领域担任最重要 

角色的国家的分析，来解释当今世界艺术市场的情况。在这些主要国家中， 

特别关注的是中国，其在过去的十年中在艺术市场中的非凡崛起。 

在第一章中，从分析有关艺术和经济的一般框架以及它们彼此之间的影响

开始。 

首先，艺术是具有创造性的美丽源泉。 但与此同时， 它也是其拥有者的个

人资产，因为它被赋予了很高的声望和社会价值，所以在很多的情况下是

被视为奢侈品的资产。也由于这个原因艺术品被称为象征性资产：拥有艺

术品意味着拥有较高的社会地位，艺术市场的经营者充分理解这一含义， 

因此他们推动市场以保持买家和收藏家的高度关注与参与。 

当讨论艺术市场的问题的时候， 艺术跟文化的关联是不可避免的，因为它

表示每一个国家的一个时代的历史印记。 

理解并接受文化可以促进对某一特定国家艺术的理解，更重要的是，对艺

术家的理解。他们也不能完全逃避艺术与经济之间的关联。 
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现实中，安迪·沃霍尔本人亲自定义了商业艺术的观念。据他介绍， 艺术价

值和经济价值相吻合，这意味着艺术本身的价值是通过艺术市场体现出来

的。 安迪·沃霍尔思考的结果，意味着把艺术定义为绝对现实主义。 

本章继续进行艺术市场及其主要参与者的介绍，其中美国占据第一的位置， 

其次是英国，第三位是中国。此外需说明艺术市场另外的两个方面:  一级和二

级市场，两者最大的区别在于各自内部运作的机构和组织。 一种是官方组织

，比如说画廊、拍卖行和博物馆。另外一种是所有这些艺术品已经投 放进了

市场。 

考虑到两个市场的不同水平，特别是后者存在较大风险，其中最主要的当

然是缺乏透明度导致买家在投资方面犹豫不决 。 

这篇文章的第二部分为了澄清这个问题, 解释了艺术市场的现状，如投资工

具。艺术市场投资可以被视为是真正的投资机会，因此，有兴趣的人选择

各种不同的投资方式。 

这个部分目的是解最大有利的投资方式，主要关注是例如艺术类基金; 与相

关艺术品的金融类产品。 

关于这种基金最大的风险是财务、法律和成本。除了艺术基金以外，还有

其它类型的投资， 如艺术品交易和其他艺术品投资。 

这篇文章第三和最后的部分列出投资者在艺术市场投资的理由：不仅是经济

的目的，而且还含有较大的情感价值--它可以提高拥有者的社会地位。关于

创新和激励艺术市场的工具, 主要有 RAM，BlockChain 和 Maecenas 等。第

二章主要致力于自 2008 年成为最大经济强国之一的中国的视角及其在全球

艺术市场中的作用。 

关注一个特定的国家，必须遵循两个不同的角度： 一种是法律，一种是经

济。中国艺术市场受到了中国政府的影响，政府支持所有的艺术活动, 争取

必要的经济支持。各种社会资源及政策都在促进艺术的发展. 

这种政策的结果导致文化与资本之间以市场为导向的关系诞生了。

对于这一问题，从两个不同的方面进行了研究：法律和经济。 

一方面，中国一直是一个法制化国家。这篇论文中关于中国艺术收藏涉及 

到的法律法规包括: 艺术法、版权法和拍卖法以及美术作品管理和审查制度。 
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另一个方面，是对经济全球背景和相关经济增长的分析，并着眼于中国国

内生产总值与艺术市场的关系。 

在第二章的第一部分描述了中国拍卖及其主要参与者（例如保利和中国卫

报），关于当前西方艺术在中国的重新定位有一个简单的框架。实际上， 

日本和台湾的情况可以作为更好地了解类似市场的跳板。 

中国已经迈出了艺术市场的第一步，现在它正在组织一些主要的国际艺术

博览会，而其他国家还处在 2008 年金融危机后的影响中。鉴于最可靠的拍

卖行（苏富比，佳士得）在那里建立了自己的分支机构，中国已经成为这

个市场的一个真正的参考点。 

第二部分与展览会相关联: 中国举办的主要艺术博览会被认为是艺术世界的 

新领域。对于这些展览会（艺术北京，深圳艺术，香港巴塞尔艺术博览会， 

艺术 021 上海当代艺术博览会 2018），每一个展览都有其独特的目的及结构

。 

最后，给出了对艺术博览会的更详细的解释、其后果和经济影响，特别是

对于主办它们的城市。在过去的几年中上海，北京和深圳等中国城市每年

都吸引了数百万的游客。它们成为了中国新的文化中心，并且带来了新的

经济收入。除了这些城市，香港也是亚洲艺术全景的主要参与者，主要是

因为其特殊的经济政策。 

第三章探讨了数字市场的作用及其在全球范围内带来的革命。 

如今，大多数国际拍卖行已决定改进自己的数字化的战略，主要的目的是

扩大客户和买方的范围。由于大量使用社交媒体，这一目的现在已经可以

实现。因为它们是最常用、最快速和最直接的沟通渠道，可以覆盖更广泛

和更多样化的受众。 

在本章中，我们特别关注世界上最有名的拍卖行、画廊和博物馆如何利用 

Instagram 作为推广平台和采用的数字策略。 

关于这一主题，值得注意的是他们中的大多数决定与其他电子商务公司合

作，以便轻松提高在线艺术市场的知名度并取得成功，苏富比和易趣，佳

士得和 Artsy，Heritage Auction 等合作案例可以很好的说明。 

在第三章的结束，再次审视了中国的观点。中国是网络使用技术领先的国

家之一，融入了大量的专业知识、人才和物力。 
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微信和 ArtJeff 的标志性案例充分说明网络购物和社交媒体之间的联系。毫

无疑问，手机是中国在线购物的首选设备。随着智能手机成为可靠的购物

设备，移动支付也在飙升。微信钱包的广泛采用意味着消费者现在通过智

能手机支付比使用现金支付更方便。微信现在提供蓬勃发展的在线生态系

统，消费者可以在一个应用程序中使用数个服务，解锁从电动汽车和自行

车到手机充电器和雨伞等所有东西。 

艺术市场也参与了这种数字化转型。 

艺术市场在这个不断发展的环境中成为了一个有参考价值的部分，中国艺

术市场已成为最成功的例子之一。 

在这个不断发展的环境中，2014 年 Art Jeff 全天候销售微信拍卖集团诞生。

本文详细介绍了这家初创企业。 

从技术到艺术市场，中国在各个领域都在不断创新。未来的变化将成为监

控艺术市场新时代开始的象征。艺术家和艺术品拍卖会更多地利用数字渠

道作为提高艺术知名度和在电子商务平台上渗透的手段。 

中国市场是一个有着独特的投资机会的市场，一些最重要的艺术机构采用

不同的策略，将打入中国市场作为其主要目标之一。中国凭借其令人难以

置信的技术优势以及大量使用互联网和社交媒体，使业务范围不断扩大， 

覆盖更广泛、更多元化的受众。 

事实上，因为政府大力支持，中国成为创新和发展新市场边界的领导者之

一，不仅对中国艺术和艺术家，而且对其他国家也有相当的话语权。 

目前，中国在艺术世界排名中排名第二，依照像 ArtTactic 和艺术市场等国

际和最可靠报道发布的预告显示，未来几年, 中国该行业的头号力量将成为

真正的潜力。 

艺术市场已经适应了数字化带来的大变化，它找到了利用这种机会的新方

法，例如通过在线拍卖让人们参与艺术品交易，这要归功于移动设备、智

能手机和电子设备等更简单的操作方法。 

总而言之，在新投资和艺术行业平台背后惊人的成功信誉使得中国能够进

入国际舞台，甚至更加活跃，从而成为世界经济和技术的领导者。 

总之，中国将在几年内成为世界最大的艺术品市场。 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The present work intends to analyze the interconnection existing 

between the art world and its economy. 

 

This link has always existed and it can reveal several aspects that can 

easily overturn the idea based on which creativity, imagination and 

extravagance cannot get along with figures and numbers. 

 

Even if these two topics seem to be extremely far from each other, they 

have common features that are mixed in different ways: it is ideally 

wonderful to think that art can be self-sufficient and maintain itself 

without an economic basis but this is almost impossible. Due to this 

connection the so-called art market is born. 

 

The following work is organized in three main chapters. An analysis of 

the current art market situation and its economy is given, taking into 

consideration to those countries that are playing the most important roles 

in this field. 

 

Among those, a special focus is about China and its extraordinary rise 

within the art market during, at least, the last decade. 

 

In the first chapter, the analysis begins with a general framework about 

art and economy and the impact they have on one another. 

 

First of all, art is as a source of creativity and beauty but, at the same 

time, it is also an asset for those who own it, in the majority of cases it 

can be considered a luxury asset because it gives prestige and a high 

social value. 

 

When approaching the art world the reference to culture is inevitable as 

it represents the main peculiar aspect of each single country. Talking 

about society is inevitable the reference to culture, a main peculiar 

aspect of each single country that must be taken in consideration when 

approaching the art world. 
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Understanding and getting closer to a culture can facilitate the 

comprehension of art within a specific country and, even more important, 

of its artists. The latter are not immune from the link between art and 

economy. 

 

 

 
Andy Warhol himself has theorized the concept of “ business art”. 

According to him, the artistic value coincides to its economic value 

meaning that art itself is the art market, means became absolute realists. 

The chapter proceeds with an overview of the art market and its main 

players, with United States holding the first position followed by United 

Kingdom and, in third position, China. Further on is given a brief 

distinction of art market into two main sections, primary and secondary. 

The main difference can be found in the actors that act inside them. 

In the first case, official organizations. such as galleries, auction houses 

and museums. 

In the second case, all those artworks that are already placed in the 

market. 

The second section of the chapter points out the current situation of art 

such as an investment tool. It can be considered a real opportunity of 

investment and, according to this, people who are interested can choose 

different ways to invest in it. 

The purpose of this part is to explain the most advantageous methods, 

focusing in particular on the art funds, financial products specialized on 

works of art’s buying and selling. 

The main risks related to this kind of investments are highlighted for 

instance financial, legal and costs risks. Beside art funds, other kinds of 

investment are listed such as art exchange and those including artworks 

as a guarantee. 

The third and last section of the chapter, lists the main reasons that 

moves investors in investing in art. This choice is not delimited by a 
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purely economic purpose, on the opposite, there is a significant 

emotional component related to the already mentioned social prestige. 

A consideration regarding the innovation and the tools to incentivize the 

art market is followed. Such as Ram, Block Chain and Maecenas. 

The second chapter is mostly dedicated to the Chinese perspective and 

its role in the global art market since the beginning of its rise as one of 

the biggest economic power in 2008. 

Chinese art market has been influenced by the Government’s policies. 

Indeed, the latter has strongly supported artistic initiatives, highlighting 

the needed economic support. As a result, a market-oriented relationship 

between culture and capital was born. 

The discussion has been studied under two different aspects: legal and 

economical. 

On one hand, China has always been a country regulated by heavy 

decrees. The most important measured towards the art market being 

analyzed are the Government measures: art law, copyright law and 

auction law, Administration of Works of fine art and the threat of 

censorship. 

On the other hand, the economic situation starts with an analysis of the 

economic global context and the related economic growth and dwelling 

on the relation between Chinese Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the 

art market. 

The first section of the second chapter starts with a description of the 

Chinese Auctions with their main houses (for instance Poly and China 

Guardian), closing this part, there is a brief framework about the current 

repositioning of the Western Art in China. 

The second section regards the main Chinese art fairs, a new frontier of 

the world of art. For each one of these fairs (Art Beijing, Art Shenzhen, 

Art Basel Hong Kong, Art 021 Shanghai Contemporary Art Fair 2018) is 

given an explanation of theirs purpose and how they are structured. 

Finally, a more detailed explanation of the art fairs is given, its 
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implications and their economic impact, especially for the cities hosting 

them. 

The third chapter examines the role of the digital market and the 

revolution it has brought within the global panorama. 

Nowadays, the majority of international auctions houses have decided to 

improve their own digital strategy with the main scope being expanding 

the range of clients and buyers. 

This is now achievable due to the massive use of social media, as they 

are the most used, fastest and direct communication channels to reach a 

wider and more diversified audience. 

 

In this chapter, a particular attention has been paid on how the most 

famous and visible auction houses, galleries and museums around the 

world make use of Instagram as an advertising platform and to the 

digital strategies adopted. 

 

On this topic, it is interesting to note that most of them have decided to 

collaborate with other e-commerce players to easily increase 

visibility and achieve success in the online art market: to be clearer, 

some examples could be Sotheby’s and eBay, Christie’s and Artsy, 

Heritage Auction. 

At the end of the third chapter, the Chinese perspective is examined once 

again. 

China is one of the leader countries in the use of technology reaching a 

critical mass of expertise, talent and firepower. The connection between 

online shopping and social media, has been pointed with the emblematic 

case of WeChat and Art Jeff. 

Mobile is the number one device for online shopping in China. As 

smartphones become trusted devices to shop, mobile payments have 

soared. 

The widespread adoption of WeChat Wallet means shoppers now find it 

more convenient to pay through their smartphones than pay with cash. 
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WeChat now offers thriving online ecosystems where consumers can use 

countless services within a single app to unlock everything from electric 

cars and bicycles to mobile phone chargers and umbrellas. 

The art market has also been involved in this digital transformation. In 

this constant developing environment the ArtJeff day and evening sales 

Wechat Auction group has born in 2014. A detailed description of this 

start-up is given in the paper. 

China has been going through a constant innovation in every field, from 

technology to the art market and changes in the future will be 

emblematic to monitor the beginning of a new era. 

Artists and Art Auctions will make even more use of digital channels as 

a means to increase the visibility of art and its penetration on e- 

commerce platforms. 

At this point China, always with the support of its Government and 

within favorable global political and economical circumstances, is 

definitely the country with the potential to become the first art market in 

the world. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 
1.1 ART AND ECONOMY 

 
1.1.1 Art and economy: a never ending story 

 
“ Economics is about the useful. Art is about the beautiful. ” 

 

( Paul Donovan, Chief Economist,  Global Wealth Management, UBS , The Art 

Market 2018)1
 

This sentence see the clear distinction between economy and arts, considering 

them as two different topics, extremely far from each other. 

However, paying more attention, this sentence can be taken apart: according both 

to more recent art market's data and to McAndrew's survey, in particolar about 

Contemporary Art, we can see that this market segment has made 5.9 million 

euro revenues in 2014.2 

So, the relationship between Art and Economy is tighter than we could ever 

imagine: 

They have common ingredients3 such as rationality, creativity, method, intuition 

and luck but the main difference is basically how those have been combined. 

For instance, creativity is one of the most significant characteristics in the human 

behavior, because of an instinctive intelligence that is even more evident in those 

subjects that are able to produce something new thanks to the ability of capture 

new connections between thoughts and objects. 

Innovation and convenience clearly show the creative act’s nature: the 

overcoming of the existing rules (innovation), to which is recognized an utility, 

 

 
 

 
 

1  McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS. 

2  McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS. 

3 Candela e Castellani (2000) in , Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. 

Milano: Franco Angeli. 



4 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 
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both economic and aesthetic (convenience). 
 

What is new is related to the time when it is produced, the convenience is linked 

with the social comprehension and recognition. 

Creativity can be defined as the resource trough which new ideas been generated, 

developed and transformed in to social value, as the Economy’s Nobel Prize 

Herbert Simon highlight: 

“ Actions can be considered creative when they produce something unique, 

interesting and with social value. An original subject that is both interesting and 

related to social value is creativity’s foundation.” (Simon, 1986)4
 

As knowledge’s source, creativity has same main characteristics of the others 

economic resources , for instance : the ability of satisfying individual or 

collectives’ needs and the lack of its different uses. 

Trough this creativity, later turned into works of art, new products, processes and 

discoveries, people can achieve extra profits: as utility, creativity is a proper 

economy resource like work, physical or financial asset. In light of that, people 

are available to invest funds and money in this field. 

Art contributes positively to the world around us, in ways that  the facts and 

figures of GDP ( GDP stands for Gross Domestic Profit) cannot hope to discover. 

More than that, the economic impact of cultural investments is no longer limited 

to the traditional sphere of the art market and its evolution, cultural investment 

became an essential driver for the economic development of local communities as 

well as private companies. 

All these factors led to what is called “Art’s Economy”. 
 

The study of Art’s Economy has been institutionalized by the Cultural Economics 

International Association (ACEI), that, every two years organize a conference 

and publish a magazine titled “Journal of Cultural Economics”, and by the 



6 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 
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International Association of Arts and Culture Management (AIMAC)5. 
 

In the last few years were born other international organizations that pay their 

attention on Art’s and Culture’s Economy depth analysis (Bocconi University’s 

ASK, Milan, Italy) and beside them also some other Consulting Companies have 

focused their efforts on this market segment, realizing reports and surveys in 

order to satisfy the knowledge’s needs about the Art and Culture consumption 

evaluation. These companies are usually huge international networks such as the 

“ Lord Cultural Resources” with its branches in New York, London, Toronto and 

Paris. 

There is also a growing activity of Management Consulting Multinationals, such 

as the Boston Consulting Group, that help cultural institutions in many countries, 

applying the same strategies and methodologies used for companies’ clients. 

They mainly focus on the strategic planning, revenues increase, marketing 

strategies, fundraising and cost’s reduction. 

Works of art are, for sure, inside the economic asset’s records, the ones with  

more peculiarities: 

They can be defined as long-lasting assets because their life and function are 

prolonged trough the years and can also be seen as safe-heaven assets where is 

possible avoid the risk of inflation, because like gold, they are unproductive 

investments done for speculative purposes6. 

Works of arts are luxury assets: owning them can lead to an high social prestige 

and cultural elite. According to this, they belong to what are called “ symbolic 

assets” (Throsby, 1994; Santagata, 2004): they give utility to their owner because 

they can be collected and exhibited. Their value is indirectly proportional to their 

availability on the market. 

Speaking of value, this mustn’t be limited merely to the economic aspect, but it 

must be examined in its entirety that includes also intangible characteristics. 

 

 

 

 
5 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 
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Among them one of the most relevant is culture. 

 

 

 
Culture has a strong influence on the curiosity of teams and customers, the 

environment trough a new relationship with utility, brand identity, social capital, 

creating and strengthening interpersonal relationship. 

 

Cultural investment are a great source of change and even transformation within 

an organization, nowadays investing in art has become an obligation, it's a 

gamble but can be gratifying from several points of view, it requires a good 

knowledge of aesthetic and legislative revolution in various countries. 

At this point, is obvious to say that the interconnection between artistic an 

economic’s value is extremely important in order to understand the deep meaning 

of artistic production. 

Artists themselves, sometimes, have pointed out about this topic: Andy Warhol 

has been the first one to theorize the concept of “ business art”. 

According to him let the artistic value coincide to its economic value means that 

art itself is the art market, means became absolute realists. 

After the analysis of the relation between economy and art, attention must be paid 

on the art system and consequently on the art market that have become global. 

It’s easy relate this phenomenon with the rapid process of promotion and 

legitimacy, on top levels, of the most successful new artists supported by galleries 

and by main art’s museums around the world. 

Another crucial factor is the role of mass media and communication: they have 

allowed to speed the circulation of arts and every kind of information about it, 

mainly thanks to social media, television, newspaper, internet and so on. 

1.1.2 Global art market and market segmentation 

 
In the lasts decades, the process of Globalization, became even more insistent, 

has opened new international frontiers that nowadays play a dominant role in the 

art market sector, first of all China. 

According to the Art Market (2018), the three largest market of the US, China 
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and Uk accounted 83% of total global sales by value. 
 

United States hold the first position, with the largest market worldwide, 

accounting for 42% of sales by value, than China in second place with 21% and 

following the United Kingdom, the third largest market with 20%. In these major 

markets sales sales all advanced year on year in 2017: in the US by 16 % to 26.6 

billion, in China by 14% to 13.2 billion and in the UK by 8% to 12.9 billion7. 

Analyzing the Global Sales Market’s overview released by The Art Market, it is 

clear that sales in the global market reached 63.7 billion in 2017, up 12% form 

2016. This significant growth, both in dealer and auction field, has followed a 

two years declining period8. 

These gains were driven by sales at the top end of the market, lead by an historic 

sales in the auction sector with a Work by Leonardo Da Vinci achieving $450 

million. However the combination of a high performing market at the top-end 

with a more slow growth in other segments, has controlled the growth in sales 

during the years: is essential to understand that the global art market is strongly 

differentiated, each product have its own value as response to a certain sets of 

needs. Product’s characteristics, that can be physical or emotional and 

psychological depending on the consumer, are the starting point for every 

segmentation and positioning strategy. 

Art market’s structure is made by segments so different that actually exist several 

markets and systems but they barely interact between themselves. Galleries 

reflect this segmentation because their main goal is gain a certain level of 

consumers, this also allow positioning themselves in a niche market creating a 

product with a strong competitive advantage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
7 McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS. 

 
8 McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS 
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Kotler (1976)9 declared that the success of a product or an individual is not a 

matter of luck but is mostly based on choosing the right positioning strategy, this 

also include the geographic location and the ability of being in touch with the 

most influential art centers around the world, building solid relations with 

museums and cultural organizations who have important works of art that could 

be exhibit in galleries. 

The art market can be classified by several criteria10: 

 
▪ Temporal (ancient art, modern art, contemporary art); 

▪ Geographic (international market, national market, local market); 

▪ Distributive (primary and secondary market); 

▪ Qualitative (sculpture, painting, photo, video); 

▪ Collectors purchase power (high, medium, low); 

 
After the global financial crisis from 2007 to 2009 that caused the economy’s 

inexorable fall and a 40% contraction in the value of art market, being the worst 

collapse since the 1990’s, a strong recovery in the US combined with a booming 

market in China boosted sales until 2011. 

In this scenario, the Chinese market’s significant drop in 2012 stopped that, but 

until 2014, US led-growth buoyed the market to $68.2 million, above the 2007 

peak and doubled the market’s size in a decade. US still held the first place inside 

the sector and, on the opposite, sales in Europe and China have been less. In 2016 

this situation has been getting worse because of slowing economy growth and the 

wider political instabilities that started to influence the art market and on 

aggregate, it lost 16% of its value from 2014 to 2016. 

Despite all these negative factors, in 2017 thanks to a robust growth in global 

wealth, improved economic performance, accelerating financial market returns, 

 

 
 

 
 

9 Kotler’s ( 1976) quote from Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e 

contemporanea. Milano: Skira. 

 
10 Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira 
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stronger consumer confident and increased supply led to a much more favorable 

environment for sales. Their value grew at 8% each year and the number of sales 

reached an estimated 39 million, the highest level since 2008. 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Source Art Economics 2018 

 

 

 
1.1.3 Primary and secondary market 

 

 

 
The Art market can be divided in to two main sub markets, primary and 

secondary. 

The primary market consists of artists’ studios, galleries and exhibitions. 
 

Works of art are presented for the first time. 
 

It is in this stage that the artistic research is developed and this phase also 

corresponds to the most relevant marketing action because is characterized by the 
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urgent need to promote communication and advertising in order to promote 

young talents. 

Usually, at this time works of art prices are instable and with a not clear 

fluctuation. 

 

 
 

All those works of art that are already placed into the market build the secondary 

market. 

At this point, collectors and investors know work of arts and artists features. 

About the price trends, the secondary market present one unique aspect that is the 

presence of mistaken prices, sometimes even anti cyclic. These prices are 

influenced by traditional economics factors such as numbers of players, 

macroeconomic context and income effects. 

 

 

 
1.2 ART AS AN INVESTMENT TOOL 

 

 

 
1.2.1 Art Funds 

 
Considering the ability of Art to gain revenues in a long period time, this can be 

considered as an actual investment sector and who decide to invest in it choose 

different ways to do it. 

If the investor is an art academic and have an enough deep knowledge about 

works of art and artists, can take part into art’s trade. 

Otherwise, if his or her own skills have some lacks, the investment can be made 

trough what are called “Art Investment funds”. 
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Art investment funds are financial products specialized on works of art’s buying 

and selling. They work like common investments funds and can be11: 

 

▪ Close 

▪ Private 

▪ Hedge 

 
This classification lead to a pretty wide variety of the offer. 

Usually on the market exist two kinds of funds12: 

▪ Long term investment art funds with lock up (means the period of time 

where is not possible to refund the shares to the investors) usually require 

3/5 years and deal with art history’s diversification 

 
▪ Short speculative term (5 years), deal with contemporary art , where is 

easier trading. 

 

These funds are signed by so called High Net Worth Individuals (HNWIs), means 

institutions or privates with an high asset’s value looking for an asset revaluation 

in a long-period time and for a differentiation of the portfolio, reducing 

transaction’s costs. 

Each time a purchase is made in an auction house, the buyer must pay the buyer’s 

premium (20% the value of the work of art), or if the purchase is made trough an 

art merchant, his commission could be even higher, reaching the 30%. Is not 

enough, to all these expenses must be added conservation costs, due diligence 

costs (to which belong all the costs happened because of the researches did by the 

investors in order to evaluate the work of art before the purchase and those did to 

understand potential risks of the financial side and its future possibilities), 

insurance and transport. 

 

 
 

 
 

11 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 

 
12 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 
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Investing trough an art fund can ease all these procedures: funds purchase a huge 

numbers of works of art and so can negotiate the commission’s share with 

auction houses and with other suppliers needed for a collector. 

Art funds are complicated to be managed and for this tasks are needed competent 

figures or entire consulting companies that receive a certain percentage of the 

fund’s revenues. 

In order to align these figures interests with the fund’s, their remuneration is 

proportional to their performance, and even more relevant, they also invest a 

consistent amount of their own assets in the managed funds. In this way, they are 

bond together. 

Art fund managers require an entry share, around 2-5%, from 1 to 3% of annual 

managing commission, performance commission corresponding to the 20% of the 

portfolio’s profits13. 

Art funds managers tasks cover a broad spectrum, such as follow the portfolio 

trend, keep contacts with auction houses, museums, cultural institutions and 

investors, works of art evaluation, manage the funds capital, insurance and so on. 

They even take care of artists. 

 

The most relevant question is how do these funds work. 

 
Basically they follow a common strategy of buy and hold that can be modified 

according to different needs. Art funds can be divided into14: 

 

▪ Composition 

▪ Dimension 

▪ Duration 

▪ Investment focus 

▪ Portfolio limitations 

▪ Investment strategy 
 

 

 
 

13 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 

 
14 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 
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According to investment objectives, the art funds can choose to differentiate its 

spectrum or focus on a single art sector, on one hand creating high level of 

revenues but on the other one they implicate bigger risks. 

Once the diversification’s strategy is decided, works of arts can be purchased, this 

kind of method is defined as top-down portfolio allocation15, from the strategy to 

the purchase. 

At the beginning, funds used to adopt a buy and hold strategy: this basically 

meant that the strategy of investment was long-period oriented because the 

change of works of art inside the portfolio was very sporadic. Beside this, art 

funds managers can pretty soon get rid of the low-revenues work of arts and, 

passed the lock-in period, everything can be sold under specifics investments16. 

What is earned by sales (net value of management and administration fees) is 

distributed among investors. 

 

1.2.2 Art funds trend 

 
The Art and Finance Report (2017) show as art funds recently have been 

struggling in order to come out from a decline period lasted five years. 

The total art fund market at half of 2017 was estimated 89 $ down billion in 

201517. 

The US and European art fund markets continues to decline, and fundraising has 

taken place predominantly among existing art funds. The decrease in the overall 

AUM18 in the art fund market Chinese art fund and art trust business winding 

down since 2013. 

 

 

 
 

15 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 

 
16 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli 

 
17 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Deloitte , ArtTactic. 

 
18 AUM stand for Asset Under Management, is a financial locution that indicate the market value 

of all funds managed by one financial institution 
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Figure 2. Global Art Investments Fund Market ( AUM) 2011 - H1 2017 

Estimated asset under management (AUM) in US$ 
 

 

 

 
 

The American and European art funds have been trough tough times in 2016 and 

2017 with AUM of 461 US$ down from 550 US$19. 

 

However, positive signs are risen up, especially in Europe where, new art funds 

keeping enter the market. 

For instance, one of the most recent news in this field is the “ IN ART FUND ”, 

based in Luxemburg, its goal is main to assure long term returns trough 

investments in collections of originals art work by post war and contemporary 

artists. In art funds have had quite success because can acquire entire collections 

of an artist selected with the approval of an academic council. 

Is worth to analyze its strategy, based on the principle that work of art valuation 

can be re-established by implementing a certain strategy in terms of museum 

 

 
 
 

19 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Deloitte , ArtTactic. 
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exhibitions and catalogue publications. Moreover, this fund can be considered the 

first regulated under the European Alternative Investment Fund Directive, is a 

model that could be hopefully followed by many others. 

The size of the art funds sector is much bigger than the publicity available data 

suggests, but despite this significant growth it still is a niche market and there are 

lots of reason that explain this situation. Above all, the lack of transparency: this 

is the most dangerous risk associated with this trend and is moving away the art 

investment sector from the public eye. 

Although, collectors keep demanding to invest in art funds, as Art and Finance 

Report 2017 show with 43 % of collectors and art professionals declared to be 

interested in the art sector, defining it as a “relevant / very relevant ” service, 

wealth managers are still reluctant about this kind of investment. 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Relevance of the Art Investment vs % of wealth managers in this 

service in the next 12 months 

 

It’s safe to say that art funds, as alternative investment, create a discreet curiosity 

among investors but to be even more considered as valid options, art fund 

managers should manage better the risks. 

First of all, as already mentioned above, the lack of transparency and then 

common regulations, track record, government issues, high manage costs, and not 
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to be underestimated the problem about the capital frozen for a long-period time 

that implies the impossibility of an immediate income. 

All these factors lead to a bigger issue: the NAV (Net Asset Value)20 can’t be 

calculated. 

Another aspect that should be seriously taken in consideration is the conflict of 

interest. 

Most of the people that work in the art fund are at the same time, art collectors 

that buy or sell for themselves too. 

 

Conflict of interest born when there are reasons strong enough for modify or hide 

relevant information for investors. 

 

Art funds are known for their unpredictable nature and for this reason, they 

should avoid conflict of interest and, on the opposite, follow few important 

rules21, such as: 

1. Operate within a sufficiently long period of time, this factor allow to build 

a smart purchasing and selling strategy 

2. Own qualified staff in order to avoid conflict of interest risk 

3. Have a quite large asset’s availability and to be able to make a 

diversification of the capital when it is needed. 

4. Share with other parties insurance and maintenance expenses, for instance 

with museums and galleries. 

5. Specialized staff, buyers and independent art advisors 

 
These explanations, entirely technical, show fund’s trend and growth but there is 

still a question that must be answered: why invest in art fund instead of buying art 

directly? 

 

 
 

 
 

20 The NAV is the overall net value of the asset, because don’t have neither financial statements 

nor forecasts. The real asset’s value will only be realized in the liquidation phase. 

 
21 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 
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Art fund basically have some advantages that buying art directly doesn't have. 
 

They are enable to attract different kind of investors, which ultimately means 

more money entering in the art market as a whole, helping artists and other 

existing stakeholders. 

Art funds offer a variety of offers, using them the entry barriers enter in the asset 

class and, not least, they are useful in order to solve one never ending conflict 

between conventional art market supporting the belief that investors should “ buy 

the best they can afford” and, on the other side, financial motto that shouldn't “ 

hold all you eggs in a basket”. 

Art funds, sharing capitals among investors, can diversify a portfolio of assets 

across genres, artists, rates of returns and volatilities. 

This type of investment also alleviate the need to develop in house expertise, 

build trust with a team of advisers and dealers, navigate the operational 

requirements for handling, storing, and placing works for divestment. In 

combination this reduces investor overhead and maximizes returns22. 

1.2.3 Due Diligence 

 
Before operating through art funds is necessary to proceed with a preliminary 

verify, this particular exam is defined as due diligence23. 

 

It main purpose is to check work of arts’ or collection’s risks and legal profile. 

This process usually concern three aspects24: 

1. Authenticity: regarding this first point, there is the distinction between 
 

 

 

 
 

22 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Deloitte , ArtTactic. 

 
23 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli: When 

approaching to invest, the investor check all the risks related to a potential failure and, at the same 

time, the future potential of the operation. 

 
24 Zorloni, A. (2016). L'economia dell'arte contemporanea. Milano: Franco Angeli. 
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ancient, modern and contemporary art. 

In the first case the evidence of authenticity is given by an expert’s 

evaluation. 

Speaking of modern art, the evidence is released by the Estate or the 

official artist’s foundation. After this, the work of art can be collocated in 

the general catalogue. 

About contemporary art, is valued the certificate released by the artist or 

the gallery. 

 
2. Provenience: this is one of the biggest flaw in the art market. Thinking 

about a perfect and correct scenario, the provenience of a work of art 

should be kept in track over the years through the different owners but 

unfortunately this doesn't always happen. Buying art is important to 

examine all the documentation proving the provenience. 

 
3. Exportability: laws regulating the import - export are different from 

country to country. The circulation of artworks depend directly on the 

specific national laws. Sometimes, to these rules must be added 

international acts. The exportability is a very “personal” matter: some 

countries follow a more strict legal tradition and are inclined to protect 

their own heritage, some others are more permissive about the circulation 

of their artworks. 

 

 

 
1.2.4 OTHER KIND OF INVESTMENTS 

 
1.2.5 Art Exchange 

 
Beside the Art funds, investors can use another tools to invest in art such as the 

art exchange25. 

 

 

 

 
 

25 Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira 
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Art exchange means that investors can buy or sell one or more shares of a certain 

work of art or a group of them. 

Making a comparison, this method can be associated with the stock exchange: 

selling and trading shares in order to gain back commissions. 

Actually, this kind of investment isn’t regulated by any sort of financial authority, 

is based on the rule that every shares of the work of art need to be sold. 

Otherwise, the work of art could be “burnt” as happens during regular auctions. 

 

Advantages and disadvantages 

 
• Advantages 

 
On one side, art exchange low entry’s limits allow all investors, both wealthier 

and less, to buy well-known artists works. 

This has an important impact on the portfolio’s diversification and is also a good 

way to reduce investment’s risks. 

 

• Disadvantages 

 
On the other side, the majority of investors usually don't have deep enough skills 

to be able to value a work of art. Their only reference point is the price: more the 

price is high; more the work of art is valuable. 

When one investor decides to use art exchange, his main goal is to buy something 

that in future could give more revenues. It’s a bet: the value of the shares of a 

given art work bought today, could grow in the future as well as they couldn't. 

This isn’t for sure an emotional based investment; it’s not related with the work 

of arts appeal. 

1.2.6 Investments with work of art as guarantee 
 

In the art market, considering the exponential increase of prices, at the same time, 

the demand of investments with works of arts as guarantee has increased too. 

There are several occasions when is possible to ask for a loan. 
 

This can happen both when the owner of a work of art intend to buy another piece 

but need to have the liquidity straight away and when want to sell something 
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without waiting for the auction or a buyer. 
 

Despite the advantages of using loans, such as the fiscal benefits and decrease the 

capital growth, however, art collections entirely based on them still barely exist 

and more than this, because of prices volatility, putting a work of art as  

guarantee, could bring to this kind of investment lots of risks. 

When a work of art is offered as a guarantee, this need to be valuated by skilled 

people, all the risks must be checked as much as possible and every precautionary 

measures taken. 

These factors correspond to the reasons why a great number of banks do not offer 

an art field related service but this condition is meant to change in the next future 

because the demand is pressing for this to happen. 

Loans belong to the Art Financing26. 

 
Art Financing can’t be included into the new financial tools, since it already 

existed in the 70’s. 

 

Nowadays, more and more banks started to offer this kind of service: they 

became specialized in the guarantee of works of art sold in auctions and loans to 

HNWIs. 

In a similar scenario, also auction houses needed to be on track with the 

development of this new kind of investment. They especially operate on bridge 

financing27, as the expression says this financing is meant to assist clients in the 

time period between the decision of sell and the auction. 

Analyzing art investments, they can be distinguished into two main classes: 

recourse lending and non-recourse lending28: 

 

 
 

 
 

26 Art Financing in Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e 

contemporanea. Milano: Skira. 

 
27 Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira. 

 
28 Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira. 
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• Recourse lending art investments 

 
In this case loans are guaranteed by investor’s other kind of assets, not only by 

the art collection. 
 

For this reason, the recourse lending art investment is the more used. 
 

It is usually given by private banks to their clients and the bank ask that the art 

collection remain in its possession. 

 

• Non-recourse lending art investments 

 
This are the opposite of the previous one, loans are given with the only art 

collection as guarantee. 

Another difference is that loans are given by specialized societies instead of 

banks. 

The basic condition for this loans is that the society is allowed to keep a 

percentage of the art collection if the client is not able to repay the loan in the 

prearranged times. 

Auction houses also use loans given with the only art collection as guarantee 

when an art collection is offered to them with the sell purpose. 

Similar to this kind of investments are those given by specialized companies 

when there is an asset that is going to be sold in the next future. 

Generally, these investments are short-term period investments, between three or 

four months. 

According to the data released29, the amount of loans can vary from a minimum 

of 250 thousand dollars to more than 100 million in a time period between few 

months and five years. Spread’s difference goes from 2% to 5% above LIBOR30
 

 

 
 

 
 

29 Data from Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. 

Milano: Skira. 

 
30 LIBOR stand for London Interbank Offered rate and it is a financial market reference rate. 
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(London Interbank Offered Rate). 
 

According to art lending experts opinions, loans are useful in order to give more 

liquidity to the art market and in turn making prices more stable but the above- 

mentioned price’s volatility should not be underestimated because it could cause 

the sell of a works of art with a much lower value than the estimated one. 

 

 

 
1.3 THE INTERSECTION OF ART AND WEALTH 

MANAGEMENT: 

 

1.3.1 Why invest in art? 

 
Art and wealth management connection have always existed and cannot be 

considered as a new concept. 

In the last decades, their bond have become more and more interesting: as 

mentioned before, wealth managers should be the first to incentive an investment 

in art sector, because the growing demand from their clients. 

Because the value of art increasing around an estimated US$ 1.62 trillion in art 

and collectible in art and collectible wealth held by UHNWIs alone in 2016 and 

an estimated US$ 2.7 trillion by 2026, a more holistic approach to art and wealth 

management is suggested, its adoption could really ease the connections with 

clients and their needs31. 

The concept of holistic approach was born because the need of include art and 

collectibles in the traditional wealth management that in turn is the consequence 

of the strong competition inside the wealth management sector. 

According to the 86% of the wealth managers adopting this approach is the best 

solution in order to include art and collectibles in the wealth management 

services. 

 

 
 
 

31 Holistic approach Deloitte, ArtTactic (2017) Art & Finance Report 5th edition, Section 2, 

based on the estimate from the Knight Frank Wealth Report 2017 
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Even more should be underlined the fact that the art market and collectibles are 

worth to be included in the wealth management sector, because their increasing 

valuation and also because art is gaining a bigger share of clients overall wealth. 

This aspect reinforced by 73% percent of wealth managers that are expected to 

grow up from 45%. 

Fifty-five percent of these managers think that as the art value is increasing, at the 

same time the need for bank related service to enhance, monetize and support art 

asset will rise too. 

The investment in holistic approach main driver is the competitive pressure 

within the traditional wealth management: 72% percent of managers see art and 

collectibles as a convenient way to diversify themselves from competitors in an 

increasingly crowded and competitive market place. 

Talking about art, the passion implication that it entails can’t be avoided and 

managers should definitely be more careful approaching this “ passion-based 

investment ”: in this sense, holistic approach is helpful because the way it work 

with clients’ asset (often asset is based on people hobbies, could be cars, race 

horses, wine, sculpture, paintings…). 

The majority of managers push towards the inclusion of art and collectibles in the 

wealth management context because they can assure a portfolio and assets’ 

diversification (54% percent of managers in the 2016) but only 15% percent of 

them believe that can could have a positive impact against inflation (this was 

down from 30% percent in 2016). 

Another essential argument that reinforce the choice to invest in art and 

collectibles market is that these sector are a way to safeguard value: it has been 

shown that more than half wealth managers see art as a means to protect value. 

As a matter of fact, art and collectibles, even during the financial crisis in 2009 

have been strong enough to survive and weather economic and political 

turbulence, this plus the ability of diversification of the portfolio led the clients 

demand toward arts and collectible significantly increase. 

Basically art offer an alternative client entertainment tool that, considering the 

art’s nature itself, is inevitably driven by emotional and social value. These are 
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the keys where managers want to focus in the next years. 
 

Being involved in investments such as art and its market, require an high social 

involvement, this is an aspect from which also galleries, fairs and cultural 

organizations can taken advantages, creating new partnerships that go beyond the 

traditional method. 

Art as pure financial investment is attractive for a small percentage of art buyers 

(3%), their main purpose is summed up in the sentence “ investment returns”, in 

term of emotional and social value their motivation is slightly less. 

However, in most cases is precisely the emotional and social value together with 

the potential estimated of this market that seems to be the main driving 

motivation among most art investors. 

 

 
Figure 4. Source : Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 

2017 5th edition, Deloitte , ArtTactic. 
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Figure 5. Source : Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & 

Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Deloitte , ArtTactic 

 

1.3.2 Bank’s art advisory service 

 
For all those clients considered as High Net Worth Individuals (UHNWI’s) banks 

can offer an art advisory service. 

Art advisory services are connected with private banking and the advisors works 

together with private clients and wealth managers32. 

From client position, binding condition in order to get art advisory service is to 

pay an annual fee to the bank if it ask for it. To this expense must be added 

transaction costs based on each sell or purchase. 

Art advisors main responsibility is to assist and help their clients on the process 

of selling or purchasing. 

Their job is to suggest the more reliable sources in both these two circumstances 

but the do not receive a commission from auction houses or merchants since they 

and their bank are not part of the art market. 

 

 
 

 

 
32 Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014).Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira. 
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The art advisory department can also provide help about estate planning or trust 

management: when a client needs to manage and organize its own asset and 

preserve it for the generations ahead. 

In addition, since it's a financial service, advisors are useful in the field of fees, 

taxes, inheritance, donations and philanthropy. 

Even though in the last few years the art advisory is growing, seen the uncertainty 

of the art market and all the issues related to that (transparency, authenticity, 

valuation), the number of banks that have started to offer such service is still 

reduced. 

The revenues earned from the art advisory services are lower than the ones from 

main art business, art is considered as a marketing tool to attract new clients than 

a direct source of income. 

Nowadays, art advisory services consist of establish good relationships with all 

the bodies that work together with the High Net Worth Individuals such as 

financial companies, family offices and insurance companies. 

Trough social events, vernissages and exhibitions, banks try to build a trust 

connection with the art lovers. 

Art advisory has the advantage to attract a new class of investors: they are young 

people who enjoy those kind of initiatives organized by banks with other 

institutions and are willing to invest in art and know better artists world. 

This new generation of investors is called “new money” and it is opposite to the 

“old money” generation33. Members of the new money are currently the richest 

people on the market. 

Bank’s art advisory service is also connected with the marketing side: indeed, 

offering a service like that, the bank can expand its own image sponsoring 

exclusive events and partnerships with famous and well established brands all 

around the world. 

 
 
 

33 “New money” and “Old money” , Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte 

moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira. 
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1.4 RISKS MANAGEMENT 

 
Art market, like any other market, is subject to threats, maybe even more since it 

still is one of the world’s most opaque business sector with a myriad of 

middleman between creators and clients. 

 

The threats are many, both external and internal to the market. 

 
1.4.1 Internal risks 

 
The biggest internal risk is for sure the lack of transparency, as mentioned above, 

beside the official market still exist lots of secondary actors that have built a 

“clandestine market”. 

Try to establish the size of this irregular market is impossible, first of all because 

art works are goods of no direct consumption, as explained before they are 

investments and can be bought without any fiscal control. 

This opaque mechanism inevitably cause serious reputational and economics 

damages to all the official art institutions, like galleries or museums. 

However, despite the fight against this irregularity, merchants have used to it and 

sometimes maintain a close collaboration with those secondary intermediaries, in 

this way they can easier extend their market and manage to sell at a much higher 

price that wouldn't be achievable on the legal market. 

It has even happened that some artists, despite a real commitment with a certain 

official gallery, accepted to sell their works inside the secondary market. 

The 83% percent 34 of wealth managers see this lack of transparency as the 

biggest risk when client ask to invest in art (Art & Finance Report, 2017) and, 

unfortunately, is not the only risk that they have to face: also happen to have 

authenticity issue, lack of provenance guarantee and forgery. 

All these issues should to be fixed as soon as possible, but given their size, is not 

so easy as could be imagined. 

 
 

 
 

34 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Deloitte , ArtTactic 
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Among the efforts made in this sense, is worth to be mentioned the idea of 

different art industries associations such as the Association of Professional Art 

Advisors (APAA), the Association for Art & Antique Dealers (LAPADA), Le 

Comité Professionnel des Galeries d’Art and the Appraisers Association of 

America, them all have promoted the use of common standards and codes among 

its members. 

These industries also tried to reinforce the communication with wealth managers 

management to gain their collaboration in the process of creating a common 

platform. 

 

 
 

1.4.1.1 SELF - REGULATION AND GOVERNMENT’S ROLE 

 
Trying to find a solution for art market intern risks inevitably involve 

governments and how they decide to act in order to protect investors: 

Is the government intervention suggested or is better a self-regulation approach? 
 

Over 77% percent of art collectors and 76% percent of collectors do prefer self- 

regulated approach. 

Self – regulation is based on the principle that each single industry speaks on its 

own behalf, defending and promoting the interests of its members without the 

presence of a common regulatory body between them. 

In their opinion this method is the best one to face the art market’s threats: but if 

on one hand, self-regulation is widely used among several industries such as 

fashion, health care, advertising, professional sports and art, on the other hand, it 

makes more difficult the possibility to adhere to a set of common guidelines and 

principles. 

However, choose the self - regulation approach have its advantages over state 

imposed regulations, to these belong: 

 

• Flexibility and speed, each industry can develop and update more 

quickly its own rules, without wait for Government slower 

bureaucracy 

 

• Better adaptation, means find the right balance between industrial and 
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technical developments and the capacity not to suffocate the market’s 

environment. 

 

• Increased collaboration, conflicts of interest are mitigated. 

 

• Global scope, rules can go over State’s boundaries, this help the 

internationalization and resulting more flexible and adaptable to a 

global market like the art one. 

 

About the Government’s role, 40% of wealth managers ask for more participation 

but many have doubts weather Governments are enough skilled to face risks in 

the market. 

These industries are dependent on self-regulation when occur to solve issues, 

establish industries standards, develop and apply codes, endure consumer’s trust. 

For industries, being under the Government regulation could mean a significant 

increase of costs: they should adapt to the State’s compliance requirements. 

If the art operator is big and strong enough to have such amount of financial 

power this might not be a problem, but if it is smaller, follow this regulation 

could be equivalent to bankrupting. 

Anyhow, both strategies art operators decide to use, the art market need a real 

modernization in its business practices. 

 

1.4.2 External risks 

 
Referring to the external threats, can be considered interesting the Art Tactic 

report that, since 2006, started monitoring art market’s feelings about risks and 

speculation. 

Their report is mainly based on the Post War and contemporary art, but it is 

interesting to do a deeper analysis of the current risks in this sector. 

Results shows that Geopolitical risks still hold the first place: 
 

This category of risk has been growing in last few years because of the political 

instability around the world, mainly attributable to the unstable Brexit in the 

United Kingdom, United States because the change of political direction since 

President Trump has been elected in 2017, the fear of terrorism and, not least, the 
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worries around China’s debt bubble. 
 

According to World Bank last report ( June 2017), global activity is expect to 

grow form 2.7% percent in 2017 to 2.9% percent in 2018/2019, and political 

uncertainty certainly still have economical consequences like: 

 

• Increase trade protectionism; 

• Economic policy uncertainty; 

• Possibility of financial market disruption; 

• Weaker potential growth; 

 
In a similar scenario, two fundamental questions popped up in investors mind: 

 
Will the art market start to behave in the same way of other classes of 

investments? And then, art investors will be more inclined to short term 

investment horizons? 

These are tough questions to be answered but art players started thinking about 

risk management in different way. 

 

 

 
1.5 ART MARKETS INNOVATION 

 
With the pressing need of modernization and changing in risk management, in the 

art sector were born some innovations, here follow a description of the most 

significant three initiatives about this topic : The Responsible Art Market 

Iniziative, also known as RAM, BlockChain and Maecenas. 

 

 

 
1.5.1 The Responsible Art Market Iniziative ( RAM ) 

 
It is a non profit project created by the Geneva based Art Law Foundation (ALF) 

together with the University of Geneva Art Law Centre ( ALC) and launched on 

26 January 2017. 
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Responsible Art Market Initiative main goal is to rebuild the lost trust and 

credibility in the art market without loosing economic power and commercial 

advantages. 

RAM intend to help art market players and, in order to do this, want to give them 

a specific range of knowledge to prevail in a difficult and fragmented market. 

RAM attempt this purpose by35: 

 
• Raising investors awareness, they must known which kind of risks could 

be faced. 

• Sharing industries best practices 

• Offer practical help to clients by guidelines and tool that, in times in need, 

could be easily modified. 

 

 
Having to place RAM initiative inside one of the two previously analyzed 

approaches, Governative or self - regulated, it would placed in the middle 

because it can be thought as a self- regulatory thought approach complementary 

with the Government guidelines. 

RAM is born to help both big and small industries and its proposals are made to 

satisfy these two clients weather they already have resources, economic, financial 

power or not. 

This Initiative’s greatest effort is made to reduce risks for those people who 

decide to invest in art market and, consequently, try to weaken the skepticism ad 

distrust incredibly grown during last decades around this specific field. 

RAM is the first initiative of its kinds, it is different from previous innovations 

because of unique aspects, such as collaborative character, interdisciplinary, and 

cross-industry approach. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

35 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Section 4, Art as an 

investment 
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The Responsible Art Market Initiative cover every art market’s layer, from the 

most famous auction houses (Sotheby , Christies), dealers (Seydoux and 

Associates) to service providers ( Geneva Freeports and SGS art service). 

RAMs guidelines are conceived using a risk - based approach, they mainly are 

against risks of money laundering and terrorism financing the art market. 

According to its policy, knowing clients and make them conscious about markets 

threats is fundamental, it is the only way to gain again trust. 

Being innovative, the responsible art market seek the efficiency and its rules 

focus on three subjects: 

 

1. The client 

2. The artwork 

3. The transaction 

 

 

The RAM future seems to be bright. 
 

This initiative has generated global interest and positivity because it could 

become a concrete solution to the art market threats. 

Despite all the efforts made until now, a lot of works still have to be done in 

raising awareness among investors, letting them know which risks they would 

probably face and which tools are better to defeat them. 

The Responsible Art Market have to be always updated about market current 

risks and should be supported by other bodies such as the governmental 

authorities and law enforcement. 

In keeping with its main goal of growing costumer’s confidence and trust toward 

art market, RAM organizes annual conferences and also publish several materials 

about that specific sector. 
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As mentioned before, RAM is focusing on three main subjects, clients, artwork 

and transaction.It has launched an overall toolkit about these on 2 February 

201836. 

1.5.2 Blockchain 

 
Blockchainhub.net is a group of independent hubs, born in Berlin in 2015 and 

then expanded worldwide37. 

Their goal is to pay attention to cases involving use of Blockchain, smart 

contracts, DAO’s and ICOs38 by artists and the art industry alike. 

These hubs work separately but they share same vision, resources and objectives. 
 

Blockchain has became an art industry’s case study because, inside an opaque 

market like the art one, it could give a great help tackling questions of 

provenance, transparency, copyright and owner issues and keeping the art works 

movements, avoiding all the middleman between artists and art’s consumers. 

For this reason, lately, Blockchain has been defined as “ Internet of trust”, it is 

potentially the best solution of art market problems. 

 

1.5.3 Maecenas 

 
Maecenas39 is a new platform investment founded by Marcelo García Casil and 

his founding partner Miguel Neumann, they have branches in London, Geneva, 

Singapore and Buenos Aires. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

36 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Section 6, Risk management 

and regulation 

37 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Section 5, Risk management 

and regulation. 

38 DAO stands for Decentralized Autonomous Organization and is a form of investor directed 

venture capital fund; it provide business models both for commercial or non profit organizations; 

 

ICO stands for Initial Coin Offering, it is a non - regulated crowd funding tool in the financial 

sector. 
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Maecenas is born thanks to its founder’s love for art: with this project, they 

wanted to build the largest and trusted platform concerning art. 

Maecenas is another innovation tool that can be added to those previously 

analyzed, indeed they all have the same goal: make the art market reliable and 

less opaque. 

Maecenas struggles fighting the lack of transparency and the inefficiencies 

around art sector because those are the main reasons for people to stay away of 

this kind of investment, even if they are interested in it. 

Changing people’s mind is the most important step that can be done to improve 

market and ncrease investments. 

Maecenas uses different technologies to seek more innovation40: 
 

• Blockchain technology create a tamper-proof provenance records for each 

work of arts. 

This can happen thanks to the intrinsic characteristics of blockchain platform, 

such as cryptographic system and decentralization. 

Being able to record and verify each transaction in fully transparency grow 

costumer’s trust, they can independently check movements. 

Once a piece of work with all the information required – provenance, guarantee, 

certificate, past exhibitions, insurance policies - is put into blockchain, it cannot 

be modified by anyone, even Maecenas itself. 

Obviously, this raise the level of security on a higher standard. 

 

 

• Smart contracts that are informatics records use to ease, verify and respect 

contracts, both during their negotiation and actual execution. Smart 

 

 
 

39 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Section 4, Art as an 

investment 

 
40 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Section 4, Art as an 

investment 
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contracts allow the possibility to exclude, if it is needed, a part or an entire 

contractual clause. Adopting Smart Contract can make some clauses 

entirely mechanized, reducing costs of transaction and through them 

intermediaries can be avoided and financial operations can be managed in 

total security. 

 
• Asset tokenization, the process through which the value of a physical and 

tangible object – like a painting - is converted in tokens that can be used 

in the blockchain system. 

The asset tokenization creates shares in art works that can be traded in  

real time in the platform. The existence of those shares and the fact that 

they can be traded between investors produce liquidity. 

 

 
Maecenas has also became a financial source for art market’s players: art 

collectors, galleries and museum. 

Maecenas hasn’t been the first to think about the idea of dematerializing art and 

make it tradable on an online platform, since in 2011 this experiment was already 

been tested by SplitArt, but Maecenas has definitely been more successful. 

This success is not a coincidence but it is determined by several factors that have 

turned into this platform favor. 

 

 
First of all, since 2011 the art market environment has changed, Maecenas and its 

founders have been facilitated by one big advantage, the regulatory landscape. 

Comparing to 2011, also because the debut of FinTech41, financial regulators 

aren’t so strictly anymore. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

41 Financial technology or FinTech is the furniture of services and financial products through the 

most advanced technology of information (ICT). 
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They have understood how important is the innovation for their industry and have 

allowed some concessions in the financial rules to ease and alleviate processes to 

startups. 

Rules are no more insurmountable obstacles. 
 

There are already clear signs that the art market favorably accept this change in 

the operate manner, such as42: 

 

• Crowd funding: as shared economy example, it has experienced an 

exponential growth and Maecenas offer the option to its investors to 

organize themselves into groups and then buy work of arts, working like a 

shared ownership mechanism. 

 
• Crypto currencies: for sure can be considered as the last frontier in the 

investments field. As seen before, Maecenas offer this option with its 

tokens and, doing that, provides a substantial portfolio diversification. 

Crypto currencies market value esteemed to be US$ 160 billion. 

• Investments in art and finance innovation: there is always an higher 

demand of art-related investments, for instance startups. The estimated 

value is approximately US$ 1 billion annually. 

• Art as collateral: the interrelation between art and finance in expected to 

grow in an exponential way. 

• Self - investment: worldwide market is facing the new generation of 

investors, Millenials. They invest in different ways compared to older 

generations, they are willing to look for more interesting and satisfying 

investments, but, more than this, they want to be an active part during the 

search process. Millenials, since they born in the 90’s will prefer invest in 

digital platforms and self-investment projects. 

 

 

 
 
 

42 Crowd funding, Crypto currencies, Investments in art and finance innovation, Art as collateral, 

Self- Investments, Alternative Investments in Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 

2017 5th edition, Section 4, Art as an investment 
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• Alternative investment: new generations of investors do prefer different 

kinds of investments such as tangible assets over old capital market 

products ( bonds and stocks) that are inevitably going down ( low 

interesting rates). 

 

Maecenas platform achieved resounding success around the world and this is 

demonstrated by the fact that it has been little by little supported also by 

traditional players. 

The idea of decentralize art has shown to be a winning idea, it simplify the 

approach to art. As its founder said, Maecenas can be identified like a 

decentralized art gallery, made it available to clients and investors, in a way that 

they can enjoy art. 

This factor shouldn't be underestimated: motivations pushing people toward art 

investment are no more merely financial, helping owners to bonding emotionally 

with their work of arts, involving friends and families, is a smart strategy to 

increase value. 

Maecenas hope to grow in the next future and in order to do that, need to 

collaborate with existing players, building successful partnerships and increase 

liquidity in the funds with new investors. 

It’s a circle: if the number of investors increases, the liquidity will increase and 

then, the market itself will follow the same pattern through the establishment of 

new collaborations. These collaborations could give Maecenas new markets 

segments and higher market’s target. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

 

 
2.1 THE ART MARKET AND ITS DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA 

 
The two main roles in the art’s market are played by United States and China. 

 

In this chapter the focus will be on the art market environment in China and its 

development. 
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2.2 General Framework 

 
In 2008, while Europe and United States were witnessing their economic 

collapse, mainly due to Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, on the other side of the 

Ocean, China was slowly becoming one of the largest economic powers. 

Thanks to its favorable economic position, China have started to attract foreign 

investors that were willing to put their money in a more reliable market. 

It’s paradoxical think how in the middle of a world crisis, China made its debut 

on the art market and it was without a doubt, outstanding. 

Since the beginning of its rise, mainland China’s art and auction market has 

remained one of the most important worldwide and to this day it hold the second 

position in the global art ranking, following the United States and succeeded by 

United Kingdom. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Major players in the Global Art Market ranking 
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Therefore, during the XXI century, there was a relocation of the international art 

market structure, slowly moving from United States to China and, broadly 

speaking, from the West to Asia and East countries. 

As the new economies were keeping growing, also the investments in the creative 

industries rapidly increased. 

The economic system around the art world started to take off with the opening of 

new galleries, museums, fairs, foundations and the creation of initiatives and 

several services. 

All the emerging collectors, investors and art lovers, began buying their own 

countries’ artists artworks and then moving to artists from abroad. 
 

Inside the system of international auction houses, lead by Sotheby’s and 

Christie’s, the number of Chinese artists has positively grown. 

Gaining more and more popularity has been crucial for the Chinese art market 

and, nowadays, this interest reflect the new role of China and Asia on the scenery 

of the global economy. 

According to “The Chinese Art Market” in 2017, Chinese total auction sales 

together with antiques reached a value of $7.1 billion43 with an annual increase of 

7%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

43 Data from “The Chinese Art Market” (2017) , Market Overview 1.1 
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Figure 7. Global Chinese Auction Market Report 2017 

 

 

2.3 CHINESE ART MARKET AND FINANCIAL AID 

 

 

 
After the amazing beginning in 2007/2008, a significant change has been made in 

2012. 

 

In China, this year is particularly relevant because it is the year of an internal 

restructuration, both on economical and political side. 

When a country decide to invest more and put efforts in the culture, this country 

will need a strong and favorable government behind it. 

This is exactly what Chinese government did: it have given strong support to all 

the cultural initiatives, like museums and exhibitions, also privates helped with 

the foundation of flourishing museums. 

The will of developing a successful art market and the unavoidable economic 

support of the Government produced a market-oriented relationship between 

culture and capital. 

Art and economy are, once again, connected one to another and this bond is the 

key driver of market. 
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2.3.1 AIAF: Asia Institute of Art and Finance 

 
The “ Asia Institute of Art and Finance ” (AIAF)44 is an independent higher 

education institute. 

It was founded in Shanghai and it is the first of its kind approved by Shanghai 

Municipal Government. 

AIAF main purpose is to build a reliable platform in order to help the government 

with the development of China’s art and finance market and also with the hard 

task of passing to the generations Chinese’s culture and heritage. 

According to AIAF and its vision, helping each other, art and finance can let the 

art industry grow in its size and strength. 

In this case, art should not be meant as mere act of investment but as a range of 

competences and services, including: wealth management, price discovery, trans 

temporal asset allocation, hedge funding and risk diversification, economic 

compensation, incentive mechanism and so on. 

China, as emerging economy, due to its fast economic development and wealth 

accumulation, have noticed the innovation placed in art and finance market. 

When people started to understand that owning a artworks would have been an 

investment and, in turn, a potential revenues’ source, more funds were starting to 

circulate into the market. 

 

 

 
2.3.2 “ The Asia Art & Finance Forum ” 

 

 

 
On March 28th 2018, AIAF held in Shanghai the 3rd Edition of “ The Asia Art & 

Finance Forum”45. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

44 AIAF, Asia Institute of Art & Finance. Retrieved from 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/asia-institute-of-art-finance-aiaf/about/ 

http://www.linkedin.com/company/asia-institute-of-art-finance-aiaf/about/
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This conference’s theme was “ Business Model of Art and Finance and its 

innovation ” and it let lots causes for reflections came out. 
 

During his speech, Former Chairman of China Everbright Group and honorary 

Director of AIAF Mr. Tang Shuangning proposed an important suggestion: let 

finance produce beauty. 

This motto has also been followed by Mr. Fan Yong, founder of AIAF, who 

based his speech on the idea that art and finance education can serves a better life. 

The conference first object was to do a deep and accurate analysis in the 

innovations in Art and Finance industry, comparing and sharing different models 

used both in China and abroad combined with academics researches and business 

exploration. 

 

“The Asia Art & Finance Forum ” result was a set of proposal and policies named 

“ Culture & Art”: it clearly showed how in China, in the last few years, the 

demand of spiritual consumption, a even more active cultural atmosphere and 

also innovations on the financial side are growing. 

 

Mr. Fan Yong also highlighted what is the biggest challenge in order to reach the 

perfect combination of art and finance. 

According to his opinion, this challenge consists in a talent gap that, if not 

managed, could cause stress in the Chinese society. 

Nowadays China is suffering from a lack of skilled professionals in this field 

because among all the existing academic institutions across the country, only few 

of them regard art, wealth and cultural management. 

Mr. Fan Yong affirms that, in China, talent’s underestimation need to be fixed 

and talent cultivated through education. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

45 Themed with "Business Model of Art & Finance and Its Innovation", 2018 Asia Art & Finance 

Forum (The 3rd Edition) Held in Shanghai with Great Success, from https://en.prnasia.com/ 
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Promoting the education in the Art and Finance field must be taken as a long- 

term goal because it could potentially have an important social value in the 

future. 

AIAF itself was founded to join this purpose, it is currently cultivating inter- 

disciplinary talents of Art and Finance with the aim to become a business school 

with a prominent role in the global scenery. 

AIAF already built strong ties with international academic institutions such as: 
 

Art & Finance Sector of Deloitte Luxembourg, the School of Oriental and 

African Studies of the University of London (SOAS), Stern School of Business of 

New York University, Tokyo University of the Arts, Paris Higher Institute of 

Arts and Cultural Management, Paris Institute of Political Studies, the United 

Nation   Education,   the    Scientific    and    Cultural    Organization  

(UNESCO), the American Evaluation Association, Shanghai University46. 

Considering the fact that now China is paying close attention to the Art and 

Finance connection, an inevitable effect was the growing popularity of this 

subject among Chinese people. 

They have started to feel more confident about art and culture and, in turn, 

Government had benefits from this situation encouraging the formation of a 

better society. 

This kind of society should be supported by a real interest of Chinese people 

fruition and enjoyment of art. 

 

2.4 CHINESE ART MARKET LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
2.4.1 Chinese Government’s measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

46 From: https://en.prnasia.com/releases/apac/themed-with-business-model-of-art-finance-and-its- 

innovation-2018-asia-art-finance-forum-the-3rd-edition-held-in-shanghai-with-great-success- 

207096.shtml 
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Chinese government attributes great value to the development of cultural projects 

because they can give strong support to Government’s soft power47. 
 

AIAF have showed how Chinese governance have inaugurated new policies in 

order to draw attention to the development of art and culture’s market and also 

how it endorsed a regulated market48, hoping to minimize the related issues. 

To these new policies belong: 

 
• Business management regulation of art, March 2016 

• Some suggestion to utilize cultural relics reasonably, December 2016 

 
2.4.2 Chinese Art Law 

 
Chinese art law is a quite intricate subject. 

 

With the art market gradually rising up, the investments rush and people’s 

stronger confidence in the art field, all the related legal issues also came up. 

Art and law became inseparable one from another. 
 

The Chinese art law legislation explain what are the main issues in the art market 

such as: import, export, authentication and auction of artworks, insurance, tax, 

protection of intellectual property and freedom of speech49. 

In the Article 47, China’s Constitution recognize the right of its citizens to 

practice artistic and cultural freedom: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

47 “ Soft power ”, according to the International Relations field, is a Government’s ability to 

persuade and attract people using intangible resources like culture, values and political 

institutions. 

 
48 Deloitte, ArtTactic. (2017) Art & Finance Report 2017 5th edition, Deloitte , ArtTactic. 

 
49 Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国

法学网. (2019) , www.iolaw.org.cn 

http://www.iolaw.org.cn/
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“ 第四十七条，中华人民共和国公民有进行科学研究、文学艺术创作和其他

文化活动的自由。国家对于从事教育、科学、技术、文学、艺术和其他文

化事业的公民的有益于人民的创造性工作，给以鼓励和帮助。” 

 

 

“ Article 47 Citizens of the People’s Republic of China have the freedom to 

engage in scientific research, literary and artistic creation and other cultural 

pursuits. The State encourages and assists creative endeavors conducive to the 

interests of the people that are made by citizens engaged in education, science, 

technology, literature, art and other cultural work50.” 

2.4.3 Copyright law 

 
The first law issued by the State about artists’ copyright became effective only in 

1990. 

At the very beginning this law was pretty drastic, just think that the restriction on 

an artist’s photographic or fine art work (photography and fine arts were put 

under the same provision) was set to 50 years from the artist’s death. 

In more recent times, according to copyright law, each kind of artwork have a 

preset time’s restriction but at the end is the artist himself that own the copyright 

and have say in the issue. 

If the artwork is commissioned, its copyright should be regulated by an 

agreement or a contract between parties and, usually, the commissioning part 

will obtain the right even if they didn't participate in the creation of the artwork. 

In the absence of any kind of agreement or contract, copyright stay at the 

commissioned part. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

50 Art Law in China – Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, 

Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国法学网 (2019), People’s Republic of China’s Constitution Article 47, 

from: http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle. 

http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle
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In the end, is important to make a clear distinction between the owner of the 

original copy and the copyright’s owner. 

 

 

Copyright’s law affirms indeed: “ the transfer of the ownership of the original 

copy of a work of fine arts or other works, shall not be deemed to include the 

transfer of the copyright in such a work, provided that the right to exhibit the 

original copy of a work of fine arts shall be enjoyed by the owner of such 

original copy.”51
 

According to this statement, even after the transfer of the ownership of the 

original copy, the first owner would still be facilitated: he or her could still allow 

or deny the right of exhibition. 

Despite this advantage, the owner of the original copy should respect artist’s 

opinion and if, for instance, isn’t agree with the exhibition of the work of art 

don't go ahead with the exhibition itself. 

Therefore, the artists still have rights on his or her work and if necessary, could 

ask to borrow it back but the law doesn't guarantee the fulfillment of these rights. 

 

The violation of Copyright’s law may be punishable by a term of imprisonment 

from three to seven years (Article 217 of the Criminal Law of the People’s 

Republic of China, effective on October l, 1997). 

 

2.4.4 Auction law 

 
Chinese Government adopted an auction law on July 5th 1996 during the meeting 

of the standing committee of the Eight National Republic of China Congress. 

This law was put into effect on January 1st 1997. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

51 Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国

法学网. (2019) , Copyright law, from: http://www.iolaw.org.cn 

http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle.aspx?id=61
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The entire auction’s process is bind also to other two sets of laws, the General 

Provisions of the Civil Law52, and the Economic Contract Law53. 

Moreover, in order to have legal value, the auction must obtain the business 

license according to the Regulations for the Administration of Enterprise Legal 

Person Registration. 

Auction law define an auction as an act of trading in which a certain article or 

property right is transfered to one who offers the highest price in an open 

competitive bidding and clarify how an auction must be ruled by principles of 

openness, fairness, justice, honesty and trustworthiness54. 

- Openness: the time, the auctioneer must announce place and articles that 

will be going to be auctioned in advance before the auction effectively 

takes place. 

- Fairness: all the parties in the auction have equal rights and same duties. 

Is strictly forbidden for the auctioneer to benefit one bidder instead of 

another. No transaction can be closed privately if it is not publicly 

auctioned before. Fairness principles must be adopted both by all the 

bidders and consignors that take part in the auction and the auctioneer. 

- Justice: the principle of justice is applied by auctioneer, bidders and 

consignors. Auctioneer cannot participate in the auction as bidders and 

 

 

 
 
 

52 According to China Daily Website - Connecting China Connecting the World, General 

Provisions were adopted at the closing meeting of the annual session of the National People's 

Congress (NPC), with 2,782 of the 2,838 deputies present voting in favor. It takes effect on Oct. 

1st 2017. 

 
53 http://english.mofcom.gov.cn: adopted at the Fourth Session of the Fifth National People's 

Congress on December 13, 1981 and Amended According to the "Decision on Amending the 

Economic Contract Law of the People's Republic of China" Taken at the Third Meeting of the 

Standing Committee of the Eighth National People's Congress on September 2, 1993 

 
54 Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国

法学网, Auction law, http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle. 

http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/
http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle.aspx?id=61
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consignors can only take the place of those who commission the offer, 

they absolutely can’t put an offer acting as bidders themselves. 

- Honesty and Trustworthiness: these two principles regard the morality  

and ethics in an auction. The latter should be held with honesty and the 

parties should act of goodwill and without any other purposes. Auctioneer 

should also make known of articles defects before the purchase. 

 

Beside these basic principles, Chinese auction law also provide a special section 

about what are called “ cultural relics ”. 

Cultural relics are also known as “cultural asset” or “cultural heritage”, by the 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. They basically 

are “ visible materials of certain historical, artistic and scientific value, created 

by human beings or related to human life”55. 

These goods are provided with special rules because they are characterized by the 

fact that if lost, can’t be reproduced again. In turn, special policies are needed. 
 

First of all, before auctioning one of them, they have to be carefully examined by 

the departments of administration of the cultural relics that can decide if they can 

be auctioned or not. 

After this examination, all relics need to be declared as in conformity with the 

law. 

Currently the State Bureau of Cultural Relies among the contents that should be 

examined, count56: 

 

1. whether the source of the articles to be auctioned is lawful; 

2. whether they are precious cultural relics or ordinary cultural relics; 

3. whether they are true or forged; 
 

 

 
 

55 Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国

法学网, www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle. 

 
56 Art Law in China Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, 

Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国法学网 , http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle.aspx?id=61 

http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle
http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle.aspx?id=61
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4. whether they can be sold by auction or directional auction; 

 
In China are authorized to auction cultural relics only six auction houses, Jiade, 

Hanhai, Rongbao, Duoyunxuan, Hanya, Zhongshang. 

The Auction law also include requirements for legal liabilities (Article 18, Article 

27), for instance, it explain what consequences the auctioneer will have if he 

doesn't inform the bidders about potential defects of the artworks: he will be 

punished by paying a certain penalty in order to compensate any losses caused. 

 

2.4.5 Administration of Works of fine arts 

 
The Works of fine arts are mentioned in Article 2 and include calligraphy, 

rubbings from stone inscriptions, seal cuttings, paintings (Chinese paintings, oil 

paintings, water colour, pastels, sketches, mural paintings, lacquer paintings, 

antique paintings), sculptures, artistic photographic works and so on57. 

The business around all of these items deals with their trade, sales, purchase, 

auctioning and exhibitions. 

This business is under the control of the “Measures for the Administration of the 

Business of works of Fine Arts” (Article 12). 

According to the latter if works of fine arts are going to be auctioned, these will 

need a set of requirements, such as applications, activity programs, auction charts 

and assay certificates58. 

Who doesn't submit these documents will be prosecutable according to the law, 

which implies the confiscation of all his earnings, the revocation of auction and 

business license and the payment of a fine from two to five the value of total 

earnings. 

 

 

 

 

57 Art Law in China Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, 

Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国法学网 , http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle.aspx?id=61 

 

58 Art Law in China Art Law in China – Institute of Law, Institute of International Law, 

Zhōngguó fǎxué wǎng 中国法学网, http://www.iolaw.org.cn 

http://www.iolaw.org.cn/showArticle.aspx?id=61
http://www.iolaw.org.cn/
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Is taken for granted that the Measures for the Administration of the Business of 

works of Fine Arts also forbid trade of forged works and have the power to apply 

sanctions to those who break this ban. 

 

2.4.6 Threats of censorship 

 
When there is an analysis of a country’s market, is important to take in high 

regard the cultural heritage on which is based on: China, for historical and 

political reasons has always had to deal with censorship. 

Censorship is the most dangerous threat for the Chinese art market. 
 

During President Xi Jinping’s ( Chinese pinyin : XíJìnpíng, 习近平) regime, lots 

of galleries have had troubles showing certain types of artworks: generally, are 

banned all those works that have references with sexual, political or religious 

contents. 

In China, more than in any country, the Government has a big say in the possible 

growth and development of art market, and the refusal of some pieces could 

cause discomfort in the entire system. 

Censorship is a matter of fact and it can condition the evolution of the market, 

also influencing foreign investors willing to explore Chinese market possibilities. 

According to an interview conducted by “The Art Newspaper” appeared in 307 

December 201859 to one anonymous Chinese employees of a gallery, Chinese 

citizens themselves are worried about censorship’s bans. 

In the interview has also emerged the possible affinity between the so called “ 

brainwashing” during the Cultural Revolution and the more and more pressing 

propaganda held by the Government during Xi Jinping’s era. 

Censorship rules are different whether the artwork is imported from other 

countries: some Chinese institutions are usually ready to help in this matter their 

 

 

 

 
 

59 The Art Newspaper, 307 December (2018). Retrieved from 

https://www.theartnewspaper.com/the-art-newspaper/307-december-2018 

http://www.theartnewspaper.com/the-art-newspaper/307-december-2018
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foreign exhibitors, among these institutions can be found West Bund Art & 

Design and Art02160. 

For the imported art, all the process to the exhibition itself is quite long, takes 

about three months. 

First, artworks must pass the cultural bureau, then customers, before being 

shipped to China. 

If this procedure is not followed, artworks without approval could run the risk to 

be confiscated. 

Chinese galleries and national artworks can usually avoid the customers step and 

only the biggest museums require a pre-approval from the city’s cultural bureau. 

 

 

 
2.5 CHINESE ART MARKET ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS 

 
2.5.1 Economic context 

 
After analyzing the main legal aspects that regulate the Art Market, is good to 

pay attention to the economic implications. 

Looking to a more general framework of the economic context in 2017, it is 

known that there was a global growth of 3.6% and notable pickups investments, 

trade levels, industrial production, along with consumers’ stronger confidence 61. 

2.5.2 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Art Market 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

60ART021 | Artsy (2019) Retrieved from https://www.artsy.net/art021; Shanghai Contemporary 

Art Fair main purpose is to internationalize the Chinese contemporary art scene toward a bigger 

public. 

 

http://westbundshanghai.com/index.php/English: West Bund Art & Design is an international fair; 

in 2018 115 galleries from all over the world have taken part. 

 
61 Global Wealth and Art Buyers, section 6 

https://www.artsy.net/art021
http://westbundshanghai.com/index.php/English
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One of the keys factors in the worldwide economy is the Gross Domestic Product 

or GDP. 

 

Between 2010 and 2016 the global GDP growth was declining but since 2017, it 

started to raising again with over 60% of countries seeing an increase of their 

own GDP value. 

In this panorama, China still is one of the fastest economies in the world: taking 

advantage of easier fiscal policies and financial conditions, has managed to 

increase its GDP to 6.8%. 

Without a doubt this increase let population of millionaires invest in the new art 

market like the Chinese one but, speaking of GDP per capita, percentages aren’t 

so favorable. 

For instance, in 2017 Chinese incomes were 14% of those in the United States. 
 

Considering all these data, the question is how are these related to the art market: 

low level of average income entails that many Chinese consumer still can’t afford 

to buy luxury product, such as art. 

Over the last few years GDP’s gap between China and US has reduced and, 

according to economic previsions, China will keep reducing the distance with the 

US improving art sales. 

 

2.5.3 Chinese Economic Wealth and art market 

 
From 2006 to 2016 China saw a neat discrepancy in its economic wealth. 

 

This imbalance was provoked by the decline of median wealth and, in turn, the 

rapid increase of wealth in the top tier. 

This phenomenon has helped to develop art sales at the top of the market and 

sustain high spirits in the field. 

China has placed itself as the leader of a wider economic wealth growth that have 

involved Asia in its entirety.As China and Asian economy have grown, the 

increase of the demand for the art market has followed. 

Chinese art market has enjoyed local and international sales thanks to Chinese 

collectors abroad, especially in New York and London. 
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Nowadays, Asian and Chinese buyers own the 30% of buying by value among 

the most important auction houses. Their percentage is higher than the European 

ones. 

It is interesting to note that, inside the art market frame, Hong Kong hold the 50% 

of the entire art’s import sector to Asia. 
 

Hong Kong due to its much more friendly trade policies, allowed the creation of a 

hub for art entering Asia. 

China hasn't always had a role so strong in the global art ranking. On the 

opposite, in 1990 its share in the market was less than 1% with Japan at the first 

place in Asia (30%). 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Art Market shares in 1990: China versus Japan 

 

 

 

 
 

However, market’s dynamics continuously change and since 2006, China turned 

the situation around: it accounted for 9% of world import of arts. 
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Recently, Chinese art market has succeeded in to two ways: the expansion of its 

middle-class consumer base and its art market, including both national and 

international purchases. 

 

Ultimately, Chinese market has defeated the Japanese one because it can trust a 

greater longevity and a broader focus. These two advantages played an essential 

role during the financial crisis because they have helped to maintain stable global 

values. 

 

The change and develop of the Chinese economic wealth has brought 

consequences in terms of aggregate, millionaire and billionaire wealth. 

 

According to McKinsey’s survey, China is going to become the country with 

most affluent households in the world each spending over $10.000 and this means 

an increase in the purchase of luxury goods. Wealthy Chinese buyers doubled 

from 2008 to 2014 due to new entering in the market for the first time of new 

purchasers. 

Data already shows that from 2008 to 2016 more than 75% of the total growth in 

global luxury can be attributed to Chinese consumers. These valuations are 

expected to grow in the next years and in 2025 Chinese consumer will account 

for 44% of the global luxury market with wealthy Chinese accounting for 37%. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 9. Arts Economics, 2018 with data from Credit Suisse 
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2.5.4 Chinese art collectors 

 
Art also belong to luxury goods market. 

 
Most of billionaire population own art and if they don't, they are thinking about 

such investment. 

 

A survey made by UBS about wealthy people and their engagement in art showed 

a significant growth as confirmed by the greater representation on lists of top 

collectors and the development od private museums and funding to some public 

museums. 

Since 1990, top collectors lists are done by ARTnews 62 : US are in the first 

position, remaining the biggest market for top collectors but mainland China’s 

and Asian collectors are following the same path, doubling their value over ten 

year period from 2007 to 2017. 

 

China appear to be a always more solid location for collectors. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

62 http://www.artnews.com/about/: ARTnews was founded in 1902, ARTnews is the oldest and 

most widely circulated art magazine in the world. Published in print four times a year, it reports 

on the art, people, issues, trends, and events shaping the international art world. 

http://www.artnews.com/about/
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Figure 10. Arts Economics (2018) with data from ARTNews 

 

 

 

 
 

2.6 AUCTIONS 

 
2.6.1 Auction sales performances 

 
In Chinese auction market, the most valuable sale is represented by a set of ink 

brush panels by Qi Baishi ( chinese, 齐 白 石 Qí Báishí ) , titled “ Twelve 

Landscape Screens ” , sold at Poly Beijing for $141 million. 

This sale broke every record: it was the highest price ever paid for a Chinese 

artwork and at the same time, the highest price for a single lot in China. 

But as aforementioned, this sale was an extraordinary exception because the 

general auction market has gone trough several difficulties and weakness even for 

the well-known artists. 

The too large gap between market’s segments value has meant that businesses 

were good at the top end but very poorly in the middle and lower end. 
 

The hardest time for the Chinese auction market has been between 2007 and 2009 

when, after a boom in 2007, it lost 44% of its value due to global financial crisis 

and both buyers and sellers’ power’s weakening. 
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Once this crisis was been past, from 2009 to 2011 a new positive period came 

along thanks to fine arts sales that contributed to achieve a high of $ 32.7 billion 

by 201463. 

Surely, auction sales market has never been constant and for the following two 

years, started again loosing sales and dropping 31% of its value by 2016 to $22,5 

million. 

 

2.6.2 Auction Houses 

 
Major players in this market are, of course, the auction houses: worldwide most 

famous ones are Christie’s, Sotheby’s, Heritage Auction, Poly Auction and China 

Guardian. 

If Christie’s and Sotheby’s own an average of 75% of the value of sales, Chinese 

top-tier auction houses sell even a higher proportion of decorative and antique 

arts. 

Keeping the focus on the Chinese auction houses, Poly Auction and China 

Guardian deserve attention and a deeper analysis. 

 

2.6.3 China’s Poly Auction house 

 
Poly’s auction house refers to the China Poly Group ( 中国保利集团公司 , 

chinese pinyin, Zhōngguó Baolì Jítuán Gōngsī ), a state owned company who is 

mainly engaged in the promotion of Chinese art related industry64. 

China’s Poly Auction house is the third auction house behind Christies and 

Sothebys. 

Its headquarter is placed in Beijing but have subsidiaries in Hong Kong and 

Shanghai. 

 
 
 

63 Data from ArtMarket.com. (2019) Retrieved from https://artmarketinsight.wordpress.com, Art 

Market Report 2018, Section 3 , Auction Sales 

 
64 China Poly Group Corporation Limited，中国保利集团有限公司，Zhōngguó bǎolì jítuán 

gōngsī， (2019). Retrieved from http://www.poly.com.cn/english/1627.html 

https://artmarketinsight.wordpress.com/
http://www.poly.com.cn/english/1627.html
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According to the Art Market Monitor of Artron 65 data reported on the Art Market 

2018, Polys achieved $1.6 billion auction sales, up to 23% in dollars terms from 

2016. 

Previously mentioned Qi Baishi sales for $141 million, made the 64% of Polys 

auction sales value. 

 

2.6.4 China Guardian Auction house 

 
In 2017, China Guardian Auction house (  中国嘉德国际拍卖有限公司 , 

Chinese pinyin, Zhōngguó jiādé Guójì pāimài yǒuxiàn gōngsī )66 held the fourth 

place in the international auction houses’ list and at October 3rd 2018 its sales’ 

amount was just under $1.1 billion / US$ 141.8 million. 

 

 
This auction house has also the credit to have sold some lots at a very high price, 

in excess of $10000, such as: Wu Guanzhong's Forgetful Snow, Yoshitomo 

Nara's Submarines in Girl, Zao Wou-Ki's 06.10.68, Wang Huai Qing's 1234567, 

a very rare Blue and White‘Bats In Cloud’Vase from the Qianlong period, a 

magnificent Ge-Type ‘Bagua' Moonflask from the Yongzheng period, a Doucai 

‘Three Friends of Winter’ Cup from the Yongzheng period, a Huanghuali Square 

‘Immortals’ Table with Three Spandrels from the late Ming dynasty, a 19.69- 

carat Natural Untreated Colombian Emerald and Diamond Ring, a 1.26-carat 

Fancy Reddish Orange Diamond and Diamond Ring, Zhang Daqian’s Two 

Horses and Landscape after Wang Meng, Wang Yinchang’s Landscape of 

Muhuaiyangwushuwu, Residence of Yan Jingming, as well as Five Horses after 

Han Gan, attributed to Zhao Yong.67
 

 

 
 

 
 

65 ArtMarket.com (2018) Retrieved from https://artmarketinsight.wordpress.com 

 
66 China Guardian International Auction Co., Ltd.，中国嘉德国际拍卖有限公司，Zhōngguó 

jiādé guójì pāimài yǒuxiàn gōngsī， Retrieved from http://www.cguardian.com/ 

 
67 China Guardian International Auction Co., Ltd.，中国嘉德国际拍卖有限公司，Zhōngguó 

jiādé guójì pāimài yǒuxiàn gōngsī， Retrieved from http://www.cguardian.com/ 

http://www.cguardian.com/
http://www.cguardian.com/
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All of these sales are the demonstration that China Guardian Auction house is 

able to adapt to circumstances and keep a high average of sales. 

 

2.6.4 .1 The Auction market 

 

 

 
The auction market like the general art’s market, is divided between three 

countries: US, China and UK. 
 

In 2016, since there has been a fall of the US’s sales value, China was at the top 

position with the largest auction market worldwide (34% of total sales versus US 

with 32%).68
 

China’s dominance lasted not so long: in 2017 US was once again first in the 

auctions market with a sales share of 35%, while China was just behind with 

33%. 

At the moment, despite a significant gap with UK in the auction sectors versus 

global sales as a whole, China’s role in the market is still very relevant, it is 

responsible for the 70% of the value of total sales69. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

68 “The Global Distribution of Auction Sales” , Section 3, Auction sales, The Art Market Report 

2018 

69 McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS. “The Global Distribution of 

Auction Sales” , Section 3 Auction sales 
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Figure 11. Auction Market Share by Value, 2017 , Art Economics (2018) 

with data from Auction Club, AMMA and other sources 
 

 

 

 

 

Speaking of Chinese auction market is appropriate doing a distinction between 

market’s situation in Mainland China and Hong Kong. 

In the first case, according to The Art Market Report 2018, market’s size in 2017 

grew for 20% to $9.3 billion. 

Mainland China’s sales are dominated by value (57% of share), while in Hong 

Kong, sales have an estimate of growth of 13% year-by-year to 43%: in this 

second case, the increase is guided by the growth in both Western and Chinese 

auction houses70. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
70 McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS. “The Global Distribution of 

Auction Sales” , Section 3 Auction sales 
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Chinese higher sales’ peak was in 2011, in that year sales rose up to $15 billion 

letting China achieve the first position in the world. Since than, the most 

significant improvement in sales over 2017 has been achieved thank to very 

economically considerable sales, especially from decorative arts and ceramics 

segment. 

Chinese auction market is still steadfast by high-buy in rates in auction but, since 

2009 is persisting a consistent gap between artworks coming into the market and 

those sold. 

As therefore mentioned in the legal implication, a great part of the Chinese art’s 

market is supported by Cultural Relics and the same goes for the auction houses. 
 

At the end of 2016, the China’s State Administration of Cultural Heritage issued 

New Management Measures for Auction of Cultural Relics and thanks to this, 

some of the regulations about Cultural relics have been simplified permitting an 

easier applying process to the auction license71. 

Another consequence of this measure was the increase of the auction houses, 

according to “The Global Distribution of Auction Sales” (Section 3, Auction 

sales, The Art Market Report 2018), thirteen news houses have been registered 

with the Chinese Auction Association (CAA). 

 

2.6.5 Western art is moving to China 

 
It’s clear that Chinese market is happen to be the largest growth market for the art 

business. 

In November 2017, on Artnet news has been published an article about the 

increasing transfer of western art in the Chinese art’s system72. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

71 McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market . Art Basel, UBS. “The Global Distribution of Auction 

Sales” , Section 3 Auction sales 

 
72Artnet, (2017) Global Chinese Art Auction Market Report 2017, artnet. 

https://news.artnet.com/market/asia 
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China has a strong attractive power on western galleries and dealer that, during 

the last ten years have been looking forward to set up some of their offices in 

cities like Shanghai or Beijing. 

 

Own a gallery in China gave the chance to dealers to make western artists known 

in China and then find out some new local artists. 

Thanks to the survey conducted by ArtNet73 is possible to stay updated with the 

major art galleries initiatives in China and the major personalities behind them74: 

• Christie’s: the merit for the extraordinary success behind Christie’s sales 

for Asia ($325 million, 21% of buyers were all from Asia) is mostly due 

to their deputy chairman for Asia, Miss. Xin Li75. 

Xin Li, graduated in sport management, former basketball player and 

model, decided to change her life following her passion for art. 

Since she moved from Sotheby’s to Christie’s, has been defined as 

Christie’s secret weapon for sales department, having succeeded attracting 

billionaires in the industry, especially those who could spend $100 million 

in a single art season. Under Xin Li’s management, Asian buyers 

accounted for the 35% of total sales value. 

• Sotheby’s: Sotheby’s major hire has been Mr. Linus Wing Lam Cheung. 

He is one of the most important collectors in the market and the ex 

manager of Hong Kong Telecom office. 

Sotheby’s Asia most valuable percentage of sales has been achieved in 

Hong Kong with a 42% more than past years. 

In 2017, Sotheby’s reached an incredible amount of sales, equivalent to 

more than $810 million dollars, the highest record since 2014. 
 
 

 
 

73 ArtNet News. (2019). Retrieved from https://news.artnet.com/ 

 
74 The Art Market Moves East: How Gagosian, David Zwirner, and 14 Other Western Art 

Businesses Are Trying to Expand to Asia | artnet News. (2017). Retrieved from 

https://news.artnet.com/market/asia 

 

75 Crow, K. (2014). The Art World’s High-Roller Specialist. Retrieved from 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-art-worlds-high-roller-specialist-1415314210 

https://news.artnet.com/market/asia
http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-art-worlds-high-roller-specialist-1415314210
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• Phillips: In 2017 Phillips, in order to enter in the art Chinese market, 

decided to rely on a veteran in the sector, Mr. Ken Yen. 

Ken Yen, former chairman for Christie’s Asia, is a specialist in Modern 

and Contemporary Chinese art and helped Christie’s to gain lots of 

Chinese and Asian clients. 

Actually he was the first real client art advisor in the Chinese market. 

Thanks to his great reputation, Mr. Ken Yen have contacts with the most 

important investors in China and his say can be very decisive in the 

business. 

Phillips organized its first event in China in 2015 and decided to hire 

some other specialists in the market. In 2017 Phillips held their very first 

big sale event and is already planning to go abroad through regional 

directors send in Japan or Taiwan. 

• Gagosian 76 : Larry Gagosian, chief of the gallery of the same name, 

decided to open his eleventh gallery in Hong Kong, one of the most active 

and exciting artistic market right after New York and London and, for 

sure, extremely relevant on the eastern artistic scene. 

Gagosian Asian branch has been managed since its beginning by Nick 

Simunovic. 

He has worked for the Guggenheim Museum until 2007 and then started 

his duty for the Gagosian Gallery in Hong Kong. 

As Simunovic himself explained in an interview for the “Art in 

America”77 magazine (February 2011), Gagosian Gallery’s intention to 

expand its business into the Asian and more than that, into the Chinese 

Market has always existed. 

 

 

 

 
 

76 Gagosian, (2019) Retrieved from https:// https://gagosian.com/about/about-gallery: Gagosian 

Gallery was founded by Larry Gagosian in 1980;Nowadays Gagosian counts several 

branches all over the world ( United States, Europe and Asia): 

 
77 Vine, R. (2011). QA Nick Simunovic on Gagosians Eastern Promise - Art in America. 

Retrieved from https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/news/gagosian-hong-kong- 

nicolas-simunovic/ 

https://gagosian.com/about/about-gallery
https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/news/gagosian-hong-kong-nicolas-simunovic/
https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/news/gagosian-hong-kong-nicolas-simunovic/
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The choice to open their branch in Hong Kong was dictated by the fact 

that this city is an international market place and benefits of lower taxes 

than Mainland’s China. 

Moreover, in Hong Kong is held the “Hong Kong International Fair” 

where participate around 155 galleries from 29 different countries and it is 

known to be one of the most prestigious art event in Asia. 

According to Simunovic’s statements, Gagosian’s investment in China is 

meant to be a long-term investment, done in order to operate in that 

market as they do in the West one: helping collectors to build their own 

artistic asset. Currently, the major part of their clients are Asians and they 

usually search for and buy Asian artists’ artworks but they are slowly 

starting to look for something different, their interests are definitely 

broader. 

Speaking of this, Simunovic also added how his main goal and Gagosian 

Gallery’s too, is to give the right attention both to Western artists in China 

and Asia and Eastern ones in Europe or generally speaking, in the West. 

Since there has always existed an imbalance between these two realities, 

their main purpose is to find equilibrium again. 

From Gagosian gallery’s point of view, Hong Kong and Mainland China 

will always be two fundamental markets but they are also looking forward 

to expand and know better other markets, like Japan, Taiwan and 

Australia. 

 

 

 
2.7 ART FAIRS 

 
Thinking about the definition itself of what is considered a market, it is par 

excellence a place where happen an exchange that include, at least, two parts: a 

seller who owns an object, which has been given a certain value, and a buyer. 

Also in the art world, this place must exist and except for galleries, auction 

houses and sometimes museums, the most important occasions are represented by 

art fairs. 
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Souren Melikian, an art journalist of the New York Times, has said that in the 

high-end art market, fairs are actually more important than auction. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Data by McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market , Art Basel, UBS 

 

 

 

Looking at this graphic created with the data released by The Art Market 201878, 

is evident that the United States are in the top position in the art fairs’ world: 

since 2006, US have had the most valuable shares in the art fairs markets with a 

percentage from 23% to 30% but, bigger attention must be paid to the Chinese 

context (in the graphic, Asia with 10%). 

In the last few years, China has invested in fairs and in their organization, since 

they can act as a springboard for the future success of Chinese’s art global fame. 

Here a lists of few of the most popular Chinese Art fairs: 

 

1. Art Beijing 

2. Art Shenzhen 
 

 

 
 

78 McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market , Art Basel, UBS, Exhibitions and Art Fairs, section 4. 
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3. Art Basel Hong Kong 

4. Art 021 Shanghai Contemporary Art Fair 2018 

 
2.7.1 Art Beijing 2018 

 

 
Figure 13. Picture from http://www.artbeijing.net 

 

 

 
According to ArtBeijing.net79 , Art Beijing 2018 is “ Locally based and Asia 

oriented ”80. 

This statement is a clear indication about how Chinese art fairs, and this in 

particular, are held: divided in four main sections: 

 

1. Contemporary Art 当代艺术 ( Chinese Pinyin: Dāngdài yìshù); 

2. Design Art 设计艺术( Chinese pinyin: Shèjì yìshù);  

3. Classic Art 经典艺术 ( Chinese pinyin: Jīngdiân yìshù) ; 

4. Public Art 公共艺术 ( Chinese pinyin: Gōnggòng yìshù);   

  
 
 

 

 
79艺术北京 Yìshù běijīng (2019) , from http://www.artbeijing.net 

 
80 艺术北京 2019 , from http://www.artbeijing.net 

http://www.artbeijing.net/
http://www.artbeijing.net/
http://www.artbeijing.net/
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This fair has the great merit to make Beijing the Asian art center. 
 

Moreover, it has always been acclaimed because of its adaptability according to 

the changes of times, trends and periods. 

Beijing Art Fairs 2018 was held on the 29th April 2018 and it has demonstrated 

how is possible to adjust to the continuous development in the Chinese art 

environment. 

With the strong support of the Beijing Gallery Association, the city itself has 

became the Chinese art center: the creative director was Zhao Li, he has 

collaborated with several museums and different artists, already known to the 

Chinese Market, that have exhibited their artworks. 

One of the main purpose of this fair was to attract and let participate in the 

initiative foreign investors, collectors, private museums, brand costumers and in 

general art lovers in order to tight with them new collaborations and show, year 

after year, Beijing Art Fair’s improvement in quality and services. 

 

 

2.7.2 Art Shenzhen81
 

 

 
Figure 14, Picture from www.artshenzhen.com 

 

 

 
 

81 Art Shenzhen 艺术深圳, Yìshù shēnzhèn (2018), http://en.artshenzhen.com 

http://www.artshenzhen.com/
http://en.artshenzhen.com/
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Shenzhen is a fast developing city and in the art market’s segment, it has been 

gaining always more trust from other players. 
 

In 2018, Shenzhen is collocated just behind Shanghai and Beijing in the Asian 

cities’ ranking for arts matter. 
 

Art Shenzhen 2018 is actually high valued by local institutions and media, 

proving itself as the new star in the Chinese art market: like Art Beijing, 

Shenzhen main aim is to get, little by little, better quality and services. 

The organization of the entire fair is based on a specific philosophy of openness, 

cooperation, quality, professionalism and pragmatism, in order to make this fair 

the perfect combination between competitiveness, art quality, development and 

respect for ecology. 

Art Shenzhen 2018 has warmly welcomed different galleries, both local and from 

abroad. 

Beside the exhibitions, this fair also organizes live activities, guide tours and 

public art project. 
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2.7.3 Art Basel Hong Kong82
 

 

 
Figure 15, www. artbasel.com/hong- kong 

 
Art | Basel International Art Fair was born in 1970’s, founded by Ernst Beyeler, 

Trudl Bruckner and Balz Hilt. 

Since then, it has organized different exhibitions all around the world: actually, 

they operate in Basel, Miami, Buenos Aires and Hong Kong where the first 

exhibition has been held back in 2010 attracting over 60.000 visitors. 

Their main aim is to connect collectors, galleries and artists and more than this, 

Art Basel has a valuable role in the artists’ careers because can support and help 

them to be known in the art market. 

Thanks to its internationality, Art Basel is able to encourage local arts and 

facilitate collaborations. 

Art Basel mainly presents modern and contemporary arts: all the galleries that 

decide to enjoy this fair, have been through an extensive review. 

The Art Basel and UBS Global Art Market Report is one of the most reliable 

source in the market, it cover all the macroeconomic trends, offering a general 

 
 

 
 

82 Art Basel in Hong Kong | Hong Kong | Art Basel, from https://www.artbasel.com/hong-kong 

http://www/
http://www.artbasel.com/hong-kong
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overview of the art market itself.. Focusing the attention on Hong Kong show, it 

involves top galleries from Asia and beyond. 

The presence of Art Basel in Asia, is a proof of how important this region can be 

in the art market and the exhibition successfully combine all the countries 

peculiarities, mixing historical and cutting-edge artworks. 

Art Basel Hong Kong is thought in order to give wide appeal both to local artists 

and foreign ones that are willing to expand into the Asian and Chinese world. 

Considering the importance of this show in the art market, the list of galleries that 

enjoy it is impressive, during the 2018 Hong Kong’s exhibition there were 

galleries such as: 

 

▪ Alisan Fine Arts 

▪ Blindspot Gallery 

▪ Ben Brown Fine Arts 

▪ Massimo De Carlo 

▪ de Sarthe Gallery 

▪ Gallery Exit - EXIT 安全口 Ānquán kǒu 

▪ Gagosian   

▪ Grotto Fine Art   

▪ Hanart TZ Gallery   

▪ Houser & Wirth  
 

 

 
 

2.7.4 Art 021 Shanghai Contmeporary Art Fair 2018 

 
ART021- 上海廿当代艺术博览会83 ( chinese pīnyīn : Shànghǎi niàn dāngdài 

yìshù bólǎnhuì) , was born in 2013 and it was founded by Kylie Ying, Bao Yi 

Feng, David Chau and joined by Ying Zhou84 as Art Director. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

83 ART021 Shanghai Contemporary Art Fair | Art Agenda (2019), from www.art- 

agenda.com/shows/2018-art021-shanghai-contemporary-art-fair 
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They are all Chinese art market experts, with Artistic and Economic or Financial 

background and a long experience in this field85: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16. ART021 Shanghai Contemporary Art Fair | Art (2019). 

 
• Kylie Ying, co founder: mainly her job consists of promoting 

contemporary art in China, she also invests in other industries such as 

design and fashion. 

 

• Bao Yi Feng, co founder: he has started 021 with Kylie Ying. They also 

founded JINGART in Beijing. 

• David Chau, co founder: he started his adventure in art world in 2003 

establishing his own collection, later on he has started to support young 

and emerging galleries. 

• Ying Zhou, executive committee: she works in the art industry since 1993 

and joined ART021 in the first year of its establishment. 

ART021 is a member of the Shanghai International Arts Festivals. 
 

 
 

 
 

84ART021 Shanghai Contemporary Art Fair | Art Agenda (2019), from www.art- 

agenda.com/shows/2018-art021-shanghai-contemporary-art-fair 

85 ART021- 上海廿当代艺术博览会, from www.art021.org/cn 

http://www.art021.org/cn
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It works pursuing the aim to blend local resources and a global perspective in 

order to gather together top galleries, institutions, collectors and patrons in one 

platform. 

In China, ART021 is known to be one of the most reliable and high quality art 

fair because of the professionalism and excellence that distinguishes it. 

 

 

 
ART021 is divided into three main sections: 

 
1. Main galleries, is the main section of the event, it include outstanding 

artworks from international galleries, for instance86: 

▪ 千高原艺术空间 (chinese pinyin: Qiān gāoyuán yìshù kōngjiān) 

“A Thousand Plateaus Art Space”－ 上海展览中心 

( Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ 亚洲当代艺术空间 (Yàzhōu dāngdài yìshù kōngjiān) 

A + Contemporary － 上海展览中心 (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn 

zhōngxīn) 

▪ 艺倡画廊 (Yì chàng huàláng) Alisan Fine Arts － 上海展览

中心 (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

 
▪ 天线空间 ( Tiānxiàn kōngjiān) , Antenna Space －上海展览中

心( Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ 亚洲艺术中心(Yàzhōu yìshù zhōngxīn ) Asia Art Center － 上

海展览中心 (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ AYE 画廊( huàláng) AYE Gallery 

▪ 北京公社( Běijīng gōngshè) , Beijing Commune 

▪ Blain|Southern － 上海展览中心 ( Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

86 ART021 main art galleries, from, Home (2019), from www.art021.org 

http://www.art021.org/
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▪ 盖文布朗企业单位( Gài wén bùlǎng qǐyè dānwè) , Gavin 

Brown’s Enterprise － 上海展览中心(Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn 

zhōngxīn) 

2. Approach galleries, this section take care of exhibitions curated by 

galleries. These galleries usually can involve from one to three artists and 

one or more artworks. To this group belong galleries such as87: 

▪ 艺术地图空间 , ( Yìshù dìtú kōngjiān ), a.m. space 

▪ 周围艺术画廊, ( zhōuwéi yìshù huàláng) , AroundSpace Gallery 

▪ ArtDepot, 艺术仓库, ( yìshù cāngkù) 

▪ 亦安画廊／亦安上海 , ( yì ān huàláng/yì ān shànghǎi) ,  AURA 

GALLERY/ AURA.A GALLERY 

 
▪ 刺点展览中心( cì diǎn zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) , Blindspot Gallery 

▪ 四五艺术中心 (sìwǔ yìshù zhōngxīn ) 

▪ EGG 画廊 (huàláng) EGG GALLERY 上海展览中心 (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn 

zhōngxīn) 

▪ 非凡仕艺术 FEEFAN’S ART ( fēifán shì yìshù ) 

▪ 清影艺术空间( qīng yǐng yìshù kōngjiān) , Inna Art Space － 上海展览

中心(Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ GALLERY KOGURE－ 上海展览中心(Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

3. Detour Galleries, these galleries give a glance into the cultural impact 

over time. To this third section belong88: 

▪ BANK - 上海展览中心, (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ Ghebaly Gallery- 上海展览中心, (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ CATRIONA JEFFRIES- 上海展览中心, (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ Joségarcía, mx - 上海展览中心, (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 
 

 

 
 
 

87  ART021 main art galleries, from, Home (2019), from www.art021.org 

 
88  ART021 main art galleries, from, Home (2019), from www.art021.org 

http://www.art021.org/
http://www.art021.org/
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▪ Shulamit Nazarian - 上海展览中心, (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

▪ Páramo - 上海展览中心, (Shànghǎi zhǎnlǎn zhōngxīn) 

 

 

 

2.8 ART FAIRS IMPLICATIONS 

 

 

 
Art fairs have a huge economic impact: they can help to optimize commercial 

canals and the cities where they are hosted have always had advantages because 

of the amount of visitors and the attention and publicity created around these 

kinds of events. 

Galleries decide, based on their own strategy, to enjoy a specific fair more than 

another one but the volume of this market segment is continually growing and 

expanding. 

Despite all the geopolitical issues, some of them extremely serious, like the threat 

of terrorism that have dissuaded people from travelling, in 2017 the most 

important fairs around the world welcomed more than one million of visitors. Art 

| Basel Hong Kong, during its debut year in 2013, have seen 60000 people 

participating and then in 2017 achieved 80000 visitors89. 

If a fair is visited by lots of people and numbers increase, it is for sure a sign that 

the interest and engagement around the art market and the art world is rapidly 

increasing but it doesn't necessarily mean a growth in sales’ level: on the opposite, 

it has been noticed that the relation between visitors’ participation and the amount 

of sales is not directly proportional. 

It has often happened that the fairs with the highest numbers of visitors have had 

the lower level of sales, is statistically known that from 5% to 10% of visitors 

 

 

 

 

 
 

89 Art Basel in Hong Kong | Hong Kong | Art Basel (2018) reported visitors numbers at major art 

fairs, 2013-2017 from The Art Market 2018, Section 4, from www.artbasel.com/hong-kong 

http://www.artbasel.com/hong-kong
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don’t make a purchase and the smaller fairs can be more lucky in this sense with 

a more engaged groups of buyers. 

Always with regard to purchase, as therefore mentioned, one of the main issue in 

the art market is the price’s transparency and, art fairs, since they have a valuable 

economic role, have responsibilities in this sense. 

Price is one of the biggest deterrent in the purchase’s process and can intimidate 

or worry new buyers. 

For this reason, is important to underline the price’s accuracy and transparency. 
 

Has been suggested the idea to make prices public; therefore everyone would 

have seen them. 

However, it was predictable that lots of galleries didn't have agreed on this point, 

because of privacy and various reasons. 

However, the motives in favor of this suggestion were too considerable to be hide: 

with a public price, buyers would have became more confident and encouraged. 

 

There is an increase of the number of galleries that are slowly reconsidering this 

option, for instance, the 42% of the 68 fairs from Artsy have accepted to 

publically post their prices. 

 

Of course, more the price is an high-end one, more there is reluctance to make it 

public, because it could alarm buyers and prevent them to actually buy the 

artwork, if a too expensive price is published, this could make impossible a 

negotiation in order to push up the price and could also be discriminatory because 

leave some buyers out, not to mention the security related problems and the risks 

of theft. 

Another side of the art fairs is the choice of exhibitors and how many of them a 

fair wants to exhibit. 

“Less is more” is an appreciated mantra, and it’s for this reason that lots of fairs 

have reduced the number of joining galleries, aspiring to achieve an higher level 

of quality with few of them. 
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Is also interesting observing which kind of artists are exhibited in the major fairs: 

always referring to the Art Market Report and Artsy90 data, can be noticed that 

the distribution is quite wide. 

American artists, with Andy Warhol on the top, are in the first position with a 25% 

of share, follow Europeans and, at the end, Brazilians and Chinese accounting for 

a 5%91. 
 

According to Artfacts.net, fairs prefer exhibit living artists, most of them are male 

and, this fact show how female artists are underestimated in the market despite, 

on the other side, the level of occupation is mostly female (63%)92. 

In the last few years’ fairs have become one of the main channel for the art’s 

distribution, since they have the credit to establish strong connections and new 

contacts between exhibitors and potential buyers, thanks to the fairs themselves 

and all the events built around them. 

Being a part of a fair, even if it is a small one, could represent a huge opportunity. 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

 

 
3.1 THE ONLINE ART MARKET AND E - COMMERCE CASES 

 
3.2 ONLINE MARKET REVOLUTION 

 
Given the huge progresses that have been made in technology’s field, 

such as apps, online platforms, online payment methods and so on, it’s 

clear that those benefits have had a significant impact on the buying 

process and trade in general: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

90 Artsy - Discover, Research, and Collect the World's Best Art Online, from 

https://www.artsy.net/; Artsy: is an online platform for art education and promotion. 

91 McAndrew, C. (2018) The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS. 

92 The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS, percentage by Artfacts.net 

https://www.artsy.net/
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People are looking for speed and ease when they buy something but, at 

the same time, they need to pay particular attention to trust and security, 

even more if they are spending considerable amount of money. 

The art market confirm itself as one of the most intense and active in the 

world and it couldn't avoid the revolution brought by the explosion of the 

online market. 

On the opposite, this new scenario has had its important impact on the art 

market and its future development. 

Even since the end of 90s and the beginning of the 2000s, with the boom 

of the email and digital photos was evident that something was going to 

change. Nowadays every single art institutions, gallery, museum and so 

on have a website. 

The online market was born as support for the traditional business 

offering new kinds of infrastructure and managements services. 

The boom of Internet and of the online platforms has been fundamental 

for those people who were living in more decentralized regions or cities 

and so without the same opportunities of those residents in the bigger 

cities, until that time cultural and artistic centers. 

Thanks to the internet the geographical distances have been shortened 

and, on the opposite, the market segment has been expanded with the 

involvement of younger generations. According to the Hiscox online art 

trade report 201893, the role of the online platforms in the future of the art 

market is guaranteed even if its shape is not predictable. 

In his foreword on the report, Robert Read, Head of Art and Private 

Clients Hiscox94, defined the online art market “ enigmatic ”. 

This should not surprise, as before analyzed in this thesis, one of the 

biggest issue in the artistic sector is, for sure, the lack of transparency, 

especially around the price95. 

 
 

 

 

 
93 Data from HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) Hiscox online art trade report. 

 
94 HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) Hiscox online art trade report, foreword by Robert Read 
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This is still one of the main obstacles that discourage people from 

investing and, more than this, from being able to trust the online market 

and the e-commerce sector. 

In this sense, Hiscox also warn about the threat of cyber crimes. 

When a buyer decide to buy an high-ended artwork online, he or she, has 

to be well aware of cyber crimes as a worrisome percentage of galleries 

(54%) have been threatened by an attempt of attack. 

Another alarming problem is the shill bidding96, in this case is the seller 

that, using a second bank account and different identity make an offer for 

one of its own artworks and buy it. 

For this reason a buyer prefer to know the online platform where to make 

a purchase, in order to avoid such inconvenient. 

Trusting in a less known platform is a risk that maybe no one is ready to 

take. 

In order to avoid this risk, methods of payments have been improved and 

made them safer: the estimated value of online art sales in 2017 is US$ 

4.22 billion97. 

The art online activity has also the credit to keep the anonymity of those 

who buy and sell and it can be even more helpful because it is able to 

increase the number of transactions and, in turn, the market’s liquidity. 

Keeping track of all those transactions in the online sector definitely is a 

useful tool to study and analyze the market from the inside. Can be 

observed buyers and sellers’ profiles and their tastes and behavior in the 

buying process such as age, from which kind of social class they come 

 
 
 

95 Regarding online art purchases, the highest price achievable is usually around $7500. Worth to 

mention is the exceptional sale for $1.3 million dollar paid by an American private collector for 

Andy Warhol ‘s (1978) “Flowers” in 2011; Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte 

moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira 

 
96 Shill bidding, Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. 

Milano: Skira 

 
97 Estimated value from HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) Hiscox online art trade report. 
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from, how much they are able to spend, how they set their researches98 

and so on. 

Being able to manage the presence on the online word and the advent of a 

new digital era that also involve art, is a matter of adaptation and a 

process of transition with which some galleries and dealers are still 

struggling with. 

Currently the art- related services available online can be distinguished 

into five main groups99: 

1. Data bank and market analysis: this first group works to increase the 

transparency in the art market. Basically, they conduct analyses on the 

market’s trend and register the most significant statistical data. Among the 

data banks, the biggest one is Artnet, which includes more than 1400 

auction houses around the world and manage all the sales of artworks 

from these. 

2. Sales websites: are sites designed to sell artworks, in the majority of cases 

these works like any other shop’s online site. 

3. Online auction: this sector knew an exponential growth with considerable 

investments at the beginning of Internet’s boom but it slowed down 

because buyers’ lack of trust about buying something so expensive online 

without any help from physical and skilled staff. 

Pioneer in the online auctions have been Sotheby’s in 2000. At that time, 

the English auction house invested 33.2 million on the online market and 

launched several platforms such as sothebys.com and 

sothebys.amazon.com. but the economical losses were consistent. In more 

recent times the strategies have had a slight change and was included the 

possibility to let customers make online bids to the traditional auctions. 

This factor has been reassuring and it immediately had a quite success. 

 

 

 

 
 

98 ; Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. Milano: 

Skira 

 
99 Zampetti Egidi, C. (2014). Guida al mercato dell'arte moderna e contemporanea. Milano: Skira 
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In 2011 Christie’s founded Christie’s LIVE and it made an increase of the 

visitors online by the 77%, involvement in the online auctions of the 25% 

and of the incomes by the online auctions of 29%. 

Since than major auction houses’ have had an online presence and it 

doesn’t seem to back down. 

During 2017, Christie’s, Phillips and Sotheby’s saw the percentage of 

online sales grow up only to 15.6 % from 13. 3% in 2016, but these data 

shouldn’t be read negatively, in fact, according to Hiscox, the online art 

market could achieve a value of US$ 8.37 billion by 2023100. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 17. by HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) 

Hiscox online art trade report 

Outlook for the next 12 months 
 

 

 

 

 

At the top of the 2018 Online Art Platform ranking by Hiscox there is 

Christie’s (online), followed by Artsy, Sotheby’s (online) and Artnet in the fourth 

position. 

 

 
 

 
 

100 Data from from HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) Hiscox online art trade report. 
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Table 18. 2018 Online Art Platform ranking by HISCOX, ArtTactic 

(2018) 

 
Hiscox online art trade report (first four positions) 

 

 

 

 
 

4. Virtual art fairs: consist of the replication of an actual art fair online. The 

first fair went online in 2011 and it was VIP Art Fair. Despite the 

beginning hesitations, mainly due to technical issues, the attempt was 

welcomed with favor and replicated the next year. This time it was a big 

success, in 2012 it registered 160.000 visitors in one week from 155 

countries. 

Even though this kind of initiative is still new, it can be considered as an 

improvement and, more than this, a strong support of the physical fairs. 

 
5. Websites with exhibitions held by curators and social media: this last 

group is the younger of the fives. Younger because it involve new 

channels of communication, for instance Facebook. The exhibitions held 

on these website are not always meant to sell : their main goal is to get 

people closer to the art world and, for this reason, they also provide 

different contents such as articles and materials about what is going on in 

it. 

 

Even the enigmatic nature of the online art market, the online art platforms are 

always more sure that in the next future, they will experience a consolidation, 

made in the form of so called 
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“ vertical mergers ”101: 

 
This strategy basically consists of acquiring different companies that operate in 

different parts of the value chain. 

 

If adopted, vertical mergers are useful because they allow to broad the business 

adding other fields and invest in marketing in order to gain more bidders, younger 

and more digitally savvy buyers. 

 

3.2.1 Sothebys Home 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19. Content download from sothebyshome.com 

 

 

For instance, in February 2018 Sotheby’s acquired Viyet, an online retailer, 

which changed its name and became Sotheby’s Home in October 2018. 

 
Sotheby’s Home operates in the art market and also handle the buying and selling 

of vintage art pieces, antiques and furniture. 

 

Nowadays, it is one of the most reliable online platform. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

101 “ vertical mergers ”, definition appeared in HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) Hiscox online art trade 

report 

https://sothebyshome.com/
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3.2.2 Arsty 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 20. Content download from sothebyshome.com 

 

 

 

 
 

Artsy, that occupy the second position in the figure above (Table 18.), has been 

elected as one of the market leaders in the online business. 

On their official website is reported a statement that explain their mission: 
 

“ Artsy’s mission is to expand the art market to support more artists and art in 

the world. 

We are a platform for collecting and discovering art. ”102
 

 
Artsy main goal is to make art world more accessible, it’s meant to be a place 

where discover, learn and collect art. 

Artsy’s database has kept growing and now it can count around 1.000.000 of 

artworks, which include historical, modern and contemporary pieces. 

Hiscox reveals that in 2017, Artsy has reinforced its own market position, 

achieving astonishing results with an amount of sales for 20 million dollars per 

month. 103
 

 
 

 
 

102 Artsy’s mission from Artsy - Discover, Research, and Collect the World's Best Art Online, 

from https://www.artsy.net 

https://sothebyshome.com/
http://www.artsy.net/
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Their selling system is pretty immediate, if a collector, an art lover, or anyone 

else, is interested in buying from this platform, the process to follow is easy: first 

of all, consult the Artsy online page where can be found all the artworks for sale, 

than write to ask more information like pricing, artworks details, shipping and so 

on and then decide to go ahead or not. The platform also provides clients with  

the help of Artsy art’s specialists, skilled professionals who have the task of assist 

clients with the choice, the research and the purchase of the perfect artworks. 

This service is not binding for clients but is an incentive to have businesses with 

Artsy. It can be considered one of largest gallery in this sector and looking at the 

data of the Art Market, it had more than 2300 subscriber in galleries in 2018. 

This platform’s high reputation is sustained by the collaborations that it has 

established with most famous galleries, fairs and museums around the world. 

 

Just to give some names, Artsy cooperate with the British Museum (London), the 

Peggy Guggenheim Museum (New York) or real institutions in the art galleries’ 

world such as the Gagosian Gallery (New York). 

 

Considering how strong is Artsy’s role in the art world, an institution like that 

could have never avoided the need to be updated with times and, for this reason, 

with the advent of the online market’s era, it has developed an app which was 

born to make more reachable the art world. 

Nowadays being able to provide clients with a “ fingertips art” has a substantial 

value: everyone has a smartphone or a technological device and can use it to buy 

art. This brings lots of advantages: velocity, ease and convenience. In an article 

appeared on the “ The Guardian ”104, is explained how the idea for this app was 

born. Three keywords to summarize this project could be easy, fast and fun.   

With this app, the users can look at 60.000 high-resolution artworks’ pictures, 

 
 

 
 

103 HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) Hiscox online art trade report. Retrieved from 

https://www.hiscox.co.uk/online-art-trade-report 

 
104 Fabry, A., & Lenne, R. (2013). How we made the Artsy iPhone app, from 

https://www.theguardian.com 

http://www.hiscox.co.uk/online-art-trade-report
http://www.theguardian.com/
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tapping into them can be also read all the most relevant details, according to the 

researches the app suggest some other similar pieces. 

This app’s format has been thought as something immediate, direct and easily 

accessible but not binding or intimidating, since it doesn't force to buy something 

but encourage art lovers to be part of the platform itself. 

 

 
Figure 21. Picture from itunes.apple.com 

 
With the sales department moving from the offline-retailer to the online ones, is a 

matter of fact that the traditional dealers in the market, since 2017, have 

recognized the potential of this new market segment and the power of the e- 

commerce that, according to the majority of opinions, would grow until 65%. 

 

3.3 ONLINE WORLD AND ITS TOOLS: SOCIAL MEDIA 

 
Talking about the online revolution, it is essential paying attention to one of its 

main tools: 

the social media, the greatest and the most used communication channels in the 

21st century. 

Everything it’s been said, analyzed, and studied about social media, starting with 

Facebook and going on with Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram. 

Social media perfectly support the aims of the art market, in fact, until the latter 

continue willing to gain more buyers and sellers, social media are the most 
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suitable channel to reach this goal since they are perfect in order to build brand 

awareness and act as a proactive marketing instrument. 

Social media are a showcase for news, events and art too, with the possibility of 

sharing pictures between one user to another is a smart way for let people know 

more about art. 

According to researches, Instagram is the most used social media to communicate 

art. 

Adam Lindemann’s words, from the New York Observer, may perfecly explain 

this phenomenon: 

“ Instagram is custom-made for the art world: you get a quick flash of an image 

with virtually no text or explanation. There’s no need to read. It’s perfect for 

people with zero attention span, zero education and zero interest in learning about 

anything – perfect in other words, for the art collectors of today.” 

 

Besides his statement, other reasons can be found to justify its success: 

 
• Simplicity and visual nature of Instagram; 

• Mobile functionality; 

• Ability to reach consumers beyond the existing art market; 

 
Hiscox online art trade report 2018105, suggest an interesting point of view: 

museums, artists and galleries are the three most followed categories on 

Instagram. 

Here it is a figure with the fourth most followed museums around the world: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

105 HISCOX, ArtTactic (2018) Hiscox online art trade report, from 

https://www.hiscox.co.uk/online-art-trade-report 

http://www.hiscox.co.uk/online-art-trade-report
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1. MoMA (New York) at January 2019 has 4.1 million followers 

2. Metropolitan Museum (New York) at January 2019 has 2.7 million 

followers 

3. TATE Gallery (London) at January 2019 has 2.5 million followers 

4. British Museum (London) at January 2019 has 1.2 million followers 

 
These data, reported from the official Instagram accounts of each museum106, 

confirm the relevance that this social media has in the art industry. 

According to the online sales section of the Art Market 2018, three were the 

leading art institutions in the online and e-commerce platform department: 

Gagosian, Sotheby’s and Artsy. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

106 Data downloaded from: https://www.instagram.com/themuseumofmodernart ; 

https://www.instagram.com/metmuseum ; 

 

https://www.instagram.com/tate ; 

 

https://www.instagram.com/britishmuseum; 

https://www.instagram.com/themuseumofmodernart
https://www.instagram.com/metmuseum
https://www.instagram.com/tate
https://www.instagram.com/britishmuseum
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On Instagram these companies have achieved the most convincing favor, as they 

official pages shows (data at January 2019)107: 

 

1) Gagosian: 1 million followers; 

2) Sotheby’s: 814 thousand followers; 

3) Artsy: 747 thousand followers; 

 

 

 
3.4 TOP TIER AUCTION HOUSES AND ART E-COMMERCE 

 
Many auction houses have started to adapt their strategy to the e-commerce 

method, without overlooking physical shops, these are defined as “ brick and 

clicks ” auction houses. 

 

Here follow a brief list of large auction houses that decided to exploit the 

potential of the online market trough different strategies: 

 

3.4.1 Sothebys and eBay 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
107 Data from from: https://www.instagram.com/themuseumofmodernart ; 

https://www.instagram.com/metmuseum ; 

 

https://www.instagram.com/tate ; 

 

https://www.instagram.com/britishmuseum; 

https://www.instagram.com/themuseumofmodernart
https://www.instagram.com/metmuseum
https://www.instagram.com/metmuseum
https://www.instagram.com/tate
https://www.instagram.com/britishmuseum
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Figure 24. downloaded from:https://www.ebayinc.com 

 
Sotheby’s, one of the top tier auction houses around the world, in 2016 managed 

16 online-only, sales and in 2017 they rose to 36. 

 

On the Online Auction Sector, the Art Market Report108 set the 2017 sales’ 

amount at $180 million, with up 16% year on year. 

 

Sotheby’s has always adopted a partnership-oriented approach109 to its online 

strategy. 

Partnership-oriented approach basically entails the collaboration with other 

institutions in the field like Artsy and EBay. 

The choice of working together with one of the biggest online shopping platform 

that, in this case, is eBay (has access to 145 million active online buyers in 190 

countries), confirm the aim of building a broader art market, accessible trough a 

mobile phone. 

These two companies, combined together since 2014, did something never done 

before, putting together technology and art. 

The result of this partnership is live-auctions experience110. 
 

Live auctions attract new buyers interested in art: this project is born to change 

the preconception according to which fine art come with a million-dollar price 

 
 

 
 

108  The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS (2018) 

 
109  The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS (2018) 

 
110 eBay and Sotheby’s Join Forces on New Live Auction Experiences, from 

https://www.ebayinc.com 

https://www.ebayinc.com/
http://www.ebayinc.com/
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tag. EBay and Sotheby’s live auction offer mid-prices artworks ($5.000- 

£100.000) from the auction houses’ database. 
 

The live auction is different from the traditional ones because it is improved with 

stories behind each artwork and thanks to the “live” part, buyers would follow the 

entire event online, just connecting by Internet. 

Sotheby’s recognized the potential of the online and e-commerce market and, 

beside the successful alliance with eBay, it also started another collaboration in 

order to gain more popularity. 

In 2016 Sotheby’s joined Invaluable111, the largest online auction marketplace 

for every kind of collectibles, antiques and fine arts, with live bidding it allow 

buyers, dealers and bidders to participate in real time to auctions around the 

world. 

Invaluable provide its clients several services, as its declared in their official 

website112:
 

 

1. In - class online bidding technology; 

2. Fixed-priced retail platform; 

3. Marketing solution; 

4. Auction management software; 

 

 

 
Invaluable helped Sotheby’s to expand their audience and collectors online and, 

at the beginning of their collaboration, Sotheby’s offered 112 auctions, which 

increase to 150 in 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
111 Invaluable works with thousands of galleries around the world and more than 180 countries 

 
112 Invaluable - Online Auctions & Galleries: Bid Live or Buy Now, My 

Invaluable Bids, Auctions Purchases, Saved Items, https://www.invaluable.com/ 

http://www.invaluable.com/
http://www.invaluable.com/
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Invaluable is the “engine” that drives Sotheby’s online department with its core 

technology, perfectly adapted to the Auction house experience, and its main role 

is to increase the level of sales. 

 

 

 
3.4.2 Christies and Artsy 

 

 

 

 
 

+ 
 

 

 

Figure 23. from: 

https://www.christies.com 

Figure 26. from: https://www.artsy.net 

 

 

 

 

 

Auction houses adopts different strategies to pursue the success online, if 

Sotheby’s has decided to go for a partnership oriented strategy, Christie’s, on the 

other side, adopted an internally-driven strategy113 with an implement, over the 

last few years, of few partnerships. 

The goal is always the same: more accessibility to the art market thanks to live 

auction and bidders. 

In 2017, Christie’s have started to collaborate with Artsy. 
 

The mechanism is simple: bids and auctions start on Artsy and then, they’re 

going to be transferred into the live sale where users all around the world will be 

able to enjoy this service in real time and using Artsy’s live auction integration 

technology. 

 

 
 
 

113 The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS (2018) 

http://www.christies.com/
http://www.christies.com/
http://www.artsy.net/
http://www.artsy.net/
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Also in this case of collaboration, both parties gain notable adavantages: 
 

On one side, Christie’s can broad its business, giving access to their high-end 

works to more people and, on the other side, Artsy collaborating with such a 

reliable and famous name in the art world, can make a significant step for the 

growth of its platform. 

This union celebrate the already existent success behind the online departments  

of both these two companies. 

Christies, since 2012 have increased its online sales from $5 million to 72$ 

million with a growth of 12% year on year and according to more recent surveys, 

Christie’s LIVE in 2017 earned $144 million for online-only sales that added to 

the online bids rise up to $214 million114. 

This data prove the positive results achieved, online sales have welcomed the 

biggest percentage of new buyers (37%). 

Another recognition that has to be made to Christies is that it post the online sales 

data and this is a great merit since some other auction houses don't even publish 

artworks final prices. 

Artsy earlier in 2016, already launched its live auction platform that hosted 

around 41 auctions, driving bids for 40%115. 

 

3.4.3 Heritage Auctions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

114 The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS (2018) Online Sales, Section 5 

 
 

115 Source : http://files.artsy.net/documents/christies-partnership.pdf 

http://files.artsy.net/documents/christies-partnership.pdf
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Figure 24. Heritage Auctions logo from www.ha.com 

 
Heritage Auctions, founded in 1976 and based in Dallas, Texas, is nowadays one 

of the largest auction houses in the United States, with a skilled staff of 130 

expert and more 400 additional professionals that are ready to help clients to 

develop and keep growing their collections. 

Like previously mentioned for the other auction houses, Heritage also provided 

clients with services and online bidding; in fact, they already have more than one 

million online bidders subscribers. 

Going through Heritage Auction’s official website, clients and all those 

interested, can discover their offer, in particular “ Heritage Live”: it is a software 

that makes people able to participate live on auctions without being physically 

present. Beside this e-commerce service, Heritage also provide the assistance of 

it’s own staff that is in charge of receiving bids by mail or fax during the weeks 

preceding the auction itself. Heritage also publishes its Signature auctions on 

other sites such as iCollector or Ebay. The wide range offered by this auction 

house makes a growing number of bidders approach the auctions and 

consequently that artworks are sold for the highest price possible. 

All this fully reflect the mission statement that the auction house declare: 

 
“ We believe deep and unbiased information that can and should be available to 

all parties, transactions are made more transparent, trading friction reduced and 

the learning curve made less steep (…) ”.116
 

 

 

 
 

116 Heritage’s motive and mission, Heritage Auctions | World's Largest Collectibles Auctioneer. 

(2019), from https://www.ha.com/ 

http://www.ha.com/
http://www.ha.com/
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4.1 CHINESE PERSPECTIVE 

 

 

 
China stands out as one of the countries that invest more in the online 

market. 

In Mainland China, the online art sales have been recognized as a growth- 

potential sector , even more if companies can balance both their activity 

online and offline. 

According to Art Market Report 2018, Mainland China has experienced 

an increase in the online auction sector for a value of $400 million117. 

Driven by the desire and the impelling need to keep up with the times, 

China, in the last decades, has distinguished itself for its ability to think 

outside the box. 

In China being connected basically means survive and, of course, this is 

made possible by social network and messaging phone apps, which the 

leading exponent is WeChat 

( Chinese 微 信 , pinyin Wēixìn) , the most used Chinese messaging 

platform developed by Tencent and introduced for the first time in 

January 2011. Nowadays, in China, it is not possible to live without it. 

Giving a real example using figures, in 2018 WeChat achieved 1.08 

billion118 of users 

( monthly) and this clearly represent the huge impact that this platform 

has on the online market: in fact, it don't only provide messages service 

but also other kinds of offering such as payments and booking 

appointments. 

Currently, in China, mobiles are the first and uncontested tools of 

purchase: mobiles are used to buy from the simplest product to those 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
117 The Art Market 2018. Art Basel, UBS (2018) Online Sales, Section 5 

 
118 WeChat: number of users 2018 | Statista. (2014), from https://www.statista.com/statistics 

http://www.statista.com/statistics
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which require an higher level of involvement and, among those, for sure 

there are artworks. 

Since 2013, the year when the version 5.0 of WeChat was developed, 

several platforms about auction were born and it has definitely meant a 

revolution. 

For instance, mentioning a couples of them, Cityzine, Weipai, Catawiki 

Yimai WeChat auction, Yangzi WeChat auction, Zhou zhou auction, 

Wallant Auction, ArtJeff, DaKa Auction. 

The auctions that are placed on WeChat are organized by groups where is 

sent, by the auctioneer, the picture of the artwork with all the related data 

together with the most relevant information about the artist and the price. 

These data are sent at the same time to the groups, so that all the buyers, 

at the same time can see, discuss and talk about the artwork. 

In this way, bidders are directly involved, just as they would have been in 

a traditional auction. The auctions are held simultaneously among groups. 

Exploiting the advantage of a messaging platform as WeChat is, groups 

are not closed. 

On the opposite the bidders can involve other people and let them enjoy 

the auctions. 

 
This type of auction have several advantages, one above all is the capacity 

of eliminate physical distances and be available to everyone with no 

exception. 

WeChat auction also exclude transactions costs, both for buyers and 

sellers, but maybe even more relevant is the fact that this method is 

perfectly adjusts to the current lifestyle, where no one have time to 

participate in a traditional auction. It’s a game, easy, immediate and fun. 

 
Even though all these are significant points, the main issues still are the 

impossibility to seeing the artwork live and the risk of buy something 

false. 

This are, without a doubt, a strong deterrent for participating because at 

this point, bidders need to trust the buyers and the auction itself. 
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Generally, the artworks sold in online auctions are made by emerging 

artists or, in any case, without a big audience yet. 

 

4.1.1 ArtJeff and WeChat 

 
The merge between WeChat and the art world lead to the creation of ArtJeff, 

founded by Hu Hu in February 2014. 

This platform opened up the art world on a messaging platform. 
 

People are now able to choose and buy an artwork using their smartphone and 

with a simple click. 

 

 

 
Figure 25. ArtJeff official logo 

 

ArtJeff WeChat Auction is based on social relations trough WeChat app and, 

since its beginning, it have enjoyed widespread appreciation among users. 
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Later on, it developed the “ArtJeff day and evening sales Wechat Auction 

group”119. 

This online auction is thought for all those people who have art trend interest in 

social media, it run day and night with no stops and is a great channel for share 

art, pictures and related contents. 

Can be both used to buy or sell items, these are mostly of contemporary art but 

can account artists from Asia, in particular China and Japan and Western ones. 

According to the words of its own founder, HuHu, this innovation has had such a 

great success because it makes easy the entire process since it is minimalized to a 

phone. During auctions the initial price can also be lower than the official market 

price, this is done in order to attract the most diversified range of customers as 

possible that will likely do everything they can to raise up the price and win the 

artwork. 

Moreover, even though WeChat is controlled by the Government regulations, it 

definitely suffers less control and pressures than other social networks, which 

make a lot easier the entire trade process. 

Referring to numbers, at the end of its first year, ArtJeff WeChat Auction made 

an income for 10.5 million RMB and achieved an asset turnover of 95% with 5 to 

eight pieced sold everyday120. 

 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
The aim of this thesis has been the analysis of the global trend of the art market 

and its evident connection with the world of economy. 

 

 

 
 

119 Bouchara, C. (2015). The Top 5 Hottest Online Art Market Startups in Asia Every Art 

Collector Should Know. Retrieved from http://www.larryslist.com/artmarket/features/the-top-6- 

hottest-art-market-start-ups-in-asia-art-collectors-should-know/ 

120 Bouchara, C. (2015). The Top 5 Hottest Online Art Market Startups in Asia Every Art 

Collector Should Know. Retrieved from http://www.larryslist.com/artmarket/features/the-top-6- 

hottest-art-market-start-ups-in-asia-art-collectors-should-know/ 

http://www.larryslist.com/artmarket/features/the-top-6-
http://www.larryslist.com/artmarket/features/the-top-6-
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The result has highlighted that art and its economy are essential for each other 

because one could not survive without the other. 

In fact, economy, together with technology connectivity, is also one of the main 

driver of Globalization, a process that in the last decades has become more and 

more urgent and has brought a real revolution in the worldwide trade involving 

all sectors, art included. 

With the advent of globalization, the old borders have crumbled down, giving life 

to new markets, such as China. 

In 2018, according to the discussion that has been developed in this work, can be 

noticed that the art market has known a growth rate, especially in those country 

that are playing a significant role in the global scheme: United States, United 

Kingdom and China. 

These three economic powers hold together the 83% of total global sales by value 

and it is worth looking at its growth in the 2017, when it reached 63.7 billion, up 

12% form 2016. 

The art market can be considered a quite particular and instable sector. 
 

Generally, for those who decide to invest in the world of art it is recommended to 

have some knowledge in the field, to be aware of the mechanisms and the 

unwritten rules that regulate the trend so as not to incur too huge risks to be 

managed. 

Indeed, the art market is strongly affected from all those external forces such as 

political instabilities and financial trends. 

 

It has been explained how unfavorable global conditions can determine the more 

or less positive trend of the markets, which, in turn, creates a certain lack or 

increase of confidence among investors. 

 

Furthermore, the intrinsic risks of art must also be added: it is still a field that 

struggle with authenticity, provenience and exportability’s issues. 

Among these three aspects, provenance is the most relevant flaw: work of arts are 

often moved from one collection to another one, they change owners during the 
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years and are also bought or borrowed by different museums all around the 

world. 

Keeping track of all these transfers can be difficult and it need an high level of 

attention and regularity that is not always maintained and lead to loose the 

provenance’s track of some pieces. 

However, despite all these issues, the art market has been able to survive through 

the years, even during the financial crisis in 2008/2009. 

This is mainly due to the fact that, art investments’ are not only related to the 

economic and financial side but also to the emotional one. 

Even if art must be considered an investment like any other, it has the great 

advantage of possessing a strong social and prestige value. 

Due to this reason is called symbolic asset: owning art means owning a high- 

social position and managers who work in the market perfectly know this 

implication, indeed they push in order to keep an high level of involvement from 

buyers and collectors. 

At the same time, also other institutions like galleries, museums and fairs endorse 

the emotional side of the art market hoping to build strong relationships with their 

visitors. 

This clarify the reason why buying art means diversifying the investment 

portfolio, it is a new entertainment’s tool that, considering its own essence, is 

naturally driven by intuition and the emotional part. 

The power of this sector is expressed by the combination of these two factors, the 

emotive side that is inextricably involved and the potential that art, as investment, 

has over time: it’s not a coincidence that it has been defined as long-lasting and 

safe-heaven asset: investments in art can be maintained during a longer time 

because they are categorized in the same way as gold investments, with less risks 

of inflation. 

Seen this list of advantages and risks, is up to personal choices decide to actually 

invest. 

Nowadays those countries that have decided to invest a larger amount of money 

in the art market have been United States, United Kingdom and China. The 
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current international ranking see this exactly positioning and the sales data 

confirm it. 

It is worth observing how the choice of investment is made, according to the level 

of knowledge in the sector can be distinguished several methods but the most 

interesting are the art funds, which have known a significant exploit in recent 

times. 

They offer a variety of services and can be helpful to increase the portfolio’s 

differentiation before mentioned and attracting new investors. The latters can 

share capitals among different genres, artists, rates of returns and volatilities. This 

kind of investment is a proof about the need to be always innovative and looking 

for the best option possible, avoiding incurring in unpleasant circumstances. In 

the 21st century innovation is a major turning point that cannot be avoided. 

Keeping up with times means being able to find different ways to exploit the 

intrinsic potential of the market. With this in mind, it seemed appropriated to 

mention several platforms born with this purpose, for instance Maecenas. 

Those new platforms are new ideas of young entrepreneurs. The basic concept is 

making business in a safe way, with the goal of protecting investors and their 

assets. People who work for these kind of projects are animated by a true and 

deep love for art and, in turn, they are trying to change the approach to it: this is 

definitely challenging because means to change people’s mind and attempt to 

eliminate all the fears and doubts that are pushing them away from art’s 

investments. Going ahead with the researches, particular attention has been paid 

to the Chinese perspective in the art market. 

As a matter of fact, China is one of the countries leaders in the innovation and the 

development of new market’s frontiers, due to a strong Government’s 

engagement in the support of artistic sector, not only for Chinese art and artists 

but also addresses to foreigners. 

Chinese market represents a unique chance to invest and, looking at the strategies 

adopted by some of the most important artistic institutions, it has been one of the 

main goals to achieve. 

China with its incredible technological advantage and the massive use of Internet 

and social media is a concrete opportunity to expand businesses and reach a 
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broader and more diversified audience. 
 

This phenomenon justifies the geographic repositioning of the Western art toward 

China and, generally speaking, to the Asiatic continent. Being present in such 

environment can act as a springboard to better know similar markets, for instance 

the Japanese and Taiwanese. 

China has taken the first steps in the art market while other countries were 

witnessing their financial collapse in 2008 and it is nowadays responsible for the 

organization of some of the major international art fairs. China became a real 

reference point in this market, so much so that the most reliable auction houses 

(Sotheby’s, Christies) have their own branches established there. 

Chinese cities like Shanghai, Beijing and Shenzhen have become cultural centers 

with million and million of visitors every year that bring with them new 

economic incomes. Besides these cities, also Hong Kong acts as a main player in 

the Asiatic artistic panorama, mainly due its favorable economic policies. 

Currently China hold the second position in the art world ranking but previsions 

released by the international and most reliable reports such as ArtTactic and the 

Art Market reveal a real potential of becoming, in the next years, the number one 

power in the sector. 

The Chinese potential can be deduced by the massive use of Internet and social 

media’s revolution. 

The art market has adapted to this change and it found new ways to exploit such 

opportunity, for instance with the online auctions that are made to involve people 

in the art trade thanks to easier approaches like mobiles, smartphones and 

electronic devices. 

In conclusion, the credit for the astonishing success behind new investments and 

art trades’ platforms have allowed China to enter, even more violently, in the 

international scene establishing itself as an economic and technological leader. 
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